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Remarks of 
Senator Mike Mansfield 
(D. Montana) 
REMARKS TO THE DEMOCRATIC CONFERENCE 
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 10, 1962 
-------- -----·---------
Today marks the bcginmng of the Second S ssion of the 
87th Congre~;s. On January 20th, the 35th Pres1dcnt w1ll bcg1n his 
second year in the White House. Those hgures -- 35 Prestdcnts, 
87 Congresses-- g1vc one a sense of the cont:nu1ty and he tab1lity 
of our forrn of govc rnnlent. 
The past year has witnessed another aspect of Amencan 
democracy · tts v1gor. lt was a year of ach1cvemcnt, marked by the 
President's 1ncrcasing popular s pport and cv1dcnt c omrnand of h1s 
office; marked also by tne c!fec ive and rcspons1blc coopcratton of 
thi., body. 
To De moe rats in Congrc s s, the President's strength m the 
country -- the confidence p~oplc have m h1s abtllty to lc d us in the 
very tumultuous world we inhatnt -- 1s an asset of mcalculable value. 
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It means that the climate for progress1ve leg1slation 1s good. It 
means that the country can face 1ts problems w1th greater umty. 
And it means that Democrats w1ll enter the 1962 elect10ns supported by 
a public servant whose leadership is firmly approved by the electorate. 
I think th1s conference of Democratlc Sen.!l.tors can take a 
few bows itself, when we talk about public- support. The two recent 
Gallup Polls make good readmg one of them showed 79"/o of the people 
approving the way the President is handhng his job, the other showed 
that 78o/o of the people believe the Democrat1c Party 1s best able to 
hand! e the problems they consider of paramount importance. I don't 
beheve either one of these figures would have been nearly so high u 
~ 
the ~Kn this room had performed less respons1bly last year. In 
the check-and- balance system we serve under, the thoughtful 
cooperation of the Congress 1s essent1al for good government, and 
the public knows 1t. You prov1ded 1t. 
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I do not thmk we should be troubled by the President's 
flgure of 79% support, wh1le the Party at large drew only 78o/o. 
The difference 1s Carollne, and here's noth1ng we can do about 1t. 
Let me take a few moments to go over some of the achievements 
of the last session m tht> rlomt.·sllc held. They indudC' several laws of 
considerable Importance to the country's present nd future, and 1t 
1s worth recalhng what tho:. e < re 
The area redevelopment program\\' s estabhshed for 
economically d1stree;sed areas. 
The mm1mum wage was 1ncr · < ed to $1. 25 per hour, and 
more than 3 l/2 m1lllon workers were brought under wage and hour 
protcct1on for the fl r time. 
The social sccunty program was hberahzcd, bcncflts o 
widows 1ncrcascd, and men pc rm1tted reduced benefits on retirement 
at 62 . 
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A far-reaching housing act was adopted, providing, for 
the first time, long-term, low-interest housing for middle-mcome 
families. 
Assistance was prov1ded for the dependent children of 
needy unemployed parents. 
A h1ghly successful feed grains program was enacted. 
The highway and airport acts were extended and improved. 
A realistic water pollution control program- -that is, one 
that can begm to meet commumty needs- -was adopted. 
The Senate passed a manpower retra1ning program which 
will help those men threatened with the loss of their jobs to machines 
to develop new skills. 
A mass transportation program was put under way. 
In the field of natural resources, the Senate passed major 
legislation affecting wilderness and shoreline areas; created a great 
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o ccanogra ph1 c r esearch program, and stepped up t he Cove rnment' s 
work 1n sal inc water convc n;ion. 
Five major agency reorganization plans went into cffec . 
Federal cnminal law was strengthened, purt1cularly 1n 
the anti-gambling area. 
The Senate adopted a la:rgr·-scalc cdd to cducat10n program, 
the dt•bate on wh1c.h w1ll serve lo 1nstrul t many Congresses o c ome . 
That is a partial account of the work you dHl 10 the dome t1c area. 
In defense • nd fore1gn pohc y matter , tht• rec ord was equally out-
stand1ng . Congress app:oved of the prmc1plc of long-term comm1Lmcnt 
to the mutual sccunty program, appropnated $bOO m1lhon for a1d to 
Latin America; created the Dtsdrmament AgenC"y nd the Peace Corps , 
approved the creal 10n of tiH· Or ga n1z.ation for Econonu~.: Coop"' r H1on and 
Dcvelopme nt, and, be cause 1t acc epted the ph1losophy of Wmst on Chu r <. h1U 
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and John F. Kennedy-- that-- we should "arm to parley" -- Congress 
gave the President what he asked for in military weapons and personnel. 
Speaking of defense, I want to say a word about our military 
preparedness as we enter 1962. I expect most of you have been 
impressed, as I have, with the competence and drive of the defense 
establishment during the past year. It has clearly become, in the 
words of the Secretary of Defense , a more effectlve instrument of 
our foreign policy. In his report to the people last week, Secretary 
McNamara listed a number of accomplishmentsdunng 1961. 
There has been a SO% increase in the portion of our strategic 
bombing force on 15-minute alert. 
The size of the Polaris submarine force to be ava1lable 
by the end of 1964 has been mcreased by SOo/o. 
There has been a 100% increase in our capacity to produce 
Minuteman missiles. 
There have been substantial increases 1n the number of 
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ready combat units and ant1-gucrnla for~es. and 10 our ;urltft and sea-
lift capacity to mOV\' these forces where th~y arc needed. 
Ga1ns have been made 1n organ1 z.ut 10n in c re·lling a 
Defense Intelllgencv Agency, a Defen.se Supply Agency, 1n planmng 
and budgetary cont rol.s, and 10 the c reat10n of a Strike Command 
combming the strc1tcgic Army and he tacttcal An Force. 
The events of 1961 proved agc1in how 1mportant our defense 
preparedness i.s to the sccur ty of the world. We s1.1ffered ctback!:> 
and frustration.::; in lhc world last year · Bcrlm and Southca~t Asia 
gave us many anxious days, and \~till continue to do so, and yet I believe 
the efforts made to strengthen our military fon cs during tht• year--
mcluding the sacriftces made by the rese .. ve and Nattonal Guard un it.s 
called up in the Autumn-- re sui ted in a world p1ctu re on New Y car'::; 
Day somewhat brighter than we expected it to be last Summer. 
In the sc times 1t is a commonplace to say that much work 
lies ahead to make free institut10ns safer and free people more 
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prosperous. Nevertheless it is true; we turn from a heavy calendar 
of work m 1961 to an equally heavy one in the session ahead. We have 
profoundly important decisions to make i n the field of mternational trade . 
We face great que stlons of tax policy, medical as s1stance to the aged, 
higher education-- to suggest only a few of those matters on the horizon 
at this moment. We must expect other questions of urgency during the 
session, as critical as those we know about now. 
In the resolution of these matters, I rem1nd you aga1n that 
I am your servant-- as nearly as I can be, your advocate in dis-
cussions at the Wh1te House , and your representative in scheduhng 
the business of the Senate. I learned a good deal about the Senate 
last year , and I expect to learn a good deal more th1 s year -- and 
indeed I should, because I am instructed in the subject by an 
incomparable faculty. I may add that, so far as I have anything to 
say about it, classes will usually end 1n time for dmner. 
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Before I close I want to say a word about our relations with 
the President. If my op1nion of him is not already clear. I will 
spell it out· He has the capacity to be one of our greatest chief 
exccut1ves. I bcheve he will offer us th1s year as he d1<i tn 1961, 
a sound program for America. I expel~t to be one of the most 
consistent supporters of that program in the Congress. I hope he will 
find the great majority of h1s Party behind h1m when it counts. But 
I say again, as I did in our initial meeting las yea:, that the President 
is no admirer of monolithic thinking. He was too long a Member of 
Congress to belleve that all wisdom n•sidcs in the Executive Branch. 
The best service we can render the President, and the country at 
large, is to speak our minds after mature reflection, and to make such 
laws as our conscience and reason demand. 
No one in this room, and cc rtainl y no one in the White House , 
conceives that the world's gravest problems will be settled by the fiat 
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of the President, or the bills and resolutions of the Congress. 
There are those who believe the President should propose a recipe 
for instant Utopia, and that Congress should then be challenged to 
cook it. In my op h10n that recipe has not been found, and the President 
will be suspicwus of anything put up as qualifying for it. He knows 
that advances in human affairs are made painstakingly, by the cooperation 
and hard work of men of good will. I believe he will receive both from 
Mike Mansfield Papers, Series 22, Box 73, Folder 18, Mansfield Library, University of Montana
Wilkes-Barre 
I have not come here to persuade you to do what you have 
already made up your minds to do . Thi s gathering in May can only 
mean one thing in November . You are going to vote your confidence 
in President Kennedy and the Democratic Congress . You are going to 
do it by electing your dedicated Representative1 Dan Flood1 your out-
standing Senator 1 Joe Clark and other members of our party . 
As democrats1 it is easy to vote for democrats . But I like 
to believe and I do believe that Democrats are moved by something more 
than passion for their party. I like to believe and I do believe that 
the Kennedy Admin1atration1 a Democratic Congress and the Democratic 
Party have something more to offer the people of the United States 
than a party label . I believe this nation has a democratic government 
in office because democrats offer a greater alertness to the problems 
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of a changing nation in a changing world. We offer a vision of a 
finer future for all our citizens and we offer the energy and leader-
ship to bring that vision to reality. We offer an administration that 
has begun to move this nation ahead again and has the determination to 
keep it moving. 
Some of us are democrats because we like the sound of the 
name. Some of us are democrats because our fathers were democrats . 
But we are all democrats because we have the sense to see the world 
and the nation as it is . We are all democrats because we have the 
vision of a nation growing in the strength, in the unity, in the 
equality and in the vigour of all its people in the years and decades 
to come . We are all democrats because we are not prepared to stand 
pat . We are all Democrats because we would not turn back the clock 
even if we could. 
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Even in a partisan meeting of this kind, I think we have 
to recognize it is not only Democrats who can be described in these 
terms. There are others . But I do say that there is a significant 
difference between a Republican Administration and a Democratic 
Administration in Washington . I do say that there is a difference 
in a Republican-controlled and a Democratic-controlled Congress . I 
do say that any honest examination of the record of the 8 years of 
the previous Administration and the one year of this Adcinistration 
will reveal that difference . I do say that the principal difference 
lies in seeing today as it is and tomorrow as it is likely to be, 
of looking ahead rather than behind, of discerning what we have gained 
instead of bewailing vhat ve have not really lost . I do say that on 
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a whole range of domestic questions we have moved forward prudently 
and rapidly in one year and a few months of the Kennedy Administration. 
I do say that there has been a redoubled effort to strengthen both our 
security and the prospects for peace in the world . I do say >~ ~ ' 
.... . .. ~ J~ 
(ftV ~ i ~ 1;-~t..~~~ ~
gg, meeti:ae 1!Jl!e'm:re!K;~ of the people of the 
~/1"'-.A 
~ a beginning 
United States . As citizens, even more than as Democrats, we have a 
responsibility to invite all Americans, of whatever inclination, to 
vote their confidence in this advance by their choices in the November 
election. 
You are entitled to know, the people of this state and the 
nation are entitled to know, some of the principal facts arout this 
advance..!. Let 1 s start with unemployment . I don 1 t have to tell you 
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anymore than I have to tell the people of r:r:y own sto.te aoo ut this 
problem. The mines everywhere have been pw:ticularly tnrd hit by 
it . This area, if 1 am not mistaken is in the lOp plus bracket~  
Nation-vide vc have several millions out of vork . That has been 
the situation, a little better, a little vorse, for many years . 
Now, Republicans, no less than DemoCl·ats, knov tha.t it is 
not good for a mao to be out of vork and vi thout resource a . It is 
not good for the man, his fam.i.l.y or the nation . Where, then, is 
the difference? The difference is that this Administration believes 
there is a public responsibility to do something about this difficulty 
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and accepts that responsibility. The difference is that this 
Administration recognizes that no man will ever be really secure 
in his own work unless all men and women who are able and willing 
to work can find work. The difference is that this Administration 
does not hide its concern behind glowing statistics of progress 
which have no meaning for the man without a job or the man whose 
job doesn ' t pay enough for a minimum livelihood, or the man about 
to lose his job in the very process of progress . This Administration 
does not take refuge in the hope that vague, so-called natural 
economic forces will act to overcome these difficulties. It asks 
what becomes of the man in the meantime? A question like that 
can only be answered by action and this Administration 
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and a Democratic Congress have acted. We have acted to extend 
unemployment compensation insurance. We have provided aid to the 
dependents of the unemployed . We have increased minimum vages . 
Yet, this Administration recognizes that these measures 
are largely in the nature of a stop-gap . These measures relieve 
I 
the immediate adverse effects of unemployment but they do not get 
at the heart of the problem. And it is at the heart of the problem 
of unemployment that we are aiming. Democrats aspire to o.n America 
in which all Americans of all ages who want to vork will never ~ 
know the fear or the actuality of being out of vork through no fault 
of their own . We have a long vay to go . This challenge is not going 
to be met overnight, in a month, in a year . But I can assure you of one 
thing: I know that the President, a democratic Congress and the 
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democratic party are not going to rest content until it is met. 
We have made a beginning about which you in this community have 
some first-hand knowledge . Your Congressman was a key figure in 
the Area Redevelopment Act. He drove for the Flood-Douglas bill 
in the House, just as Joe Clark fought for it in the Senate . The 
President, 1 believe, singled out this area of Pennsylvania as the 
number one depressed region of the nation and if 1 am not mistaken 
Luzerne County received the first federal grant under the program. 
tm,. Y.,.•w-•r• 1 know that that is the kind of honor every 
to~-
section of this country wishes that it did not haveJ\ But the way 
to end a difficulty is to face it and to act on it . You have seen 
the beginning of action on depressed areas, thanks to a democratic 
etC'~' 
President and a democratic Congress and you will see more ef !i:olta> 
You will see it in the Manpower Training Act vrhich the Congress has 
Mike Mansfield Papers, Series 22, Box 73, Folder 18, Mansfield Library, University of Montana
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There are other fields in which this Administration is 
trying and will continue to try to move the nation forward. In 
housing, we have acted and we will continue to act to the end that 
decent shelter will be within the reach of all. In the extension 
and improvement of the highways and airways we have acted and will 
continue to act to meet today's urgencies and to anticipate the needs 
of tomorrow. In developing the great natural resources of this 
country, in improving the supplies of water through pollution control, 
in setthg aside large areas of our natural heritage of forest, river 
and coast for the recreation of the people, we have acted to meet the 
needs of today and tomorrow and we will continue to act. In encouraging 
small business and helping to improve its competitive position we have 
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acted and will continue to act because we believe small business 
is the leaven which keeps the economy of the nation flexible, 
creative and growing. 
Insofar as big busineas and big labor are concerned, 
the actions of both have a profound effect on the stability and 
orderly growth of the nation's econo:ny. This Administration has 
no quarrel w1 th either . Nor will there be o.ny quarrel, so long as 
both--not one or the other but both--fulfill their responsibilities, 
not only to their stockholders or their l!lembers but to the nation. 
The President is determined that these responsibilit~i._"~ i-o ,J. ~ 
met . 1 think we all now have a pretty clear idea that the' en e goir:!6 
I\ 
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Still ahead of us is the challenge to improve the educational 
structure of this nation from top to bottom. We will not rest content 
until every boy and girl has an opportunity to be schooled, in excel-
lence, to the limits of their capacity and ambition, regardless of where 
they may happen to be born and regardl.ess of ~cial conditiolli~ 
-t;i~ 3 · s . This improvement is essential to the security and con-
tinued progress c:£ the nation. It is basic to the achievement of all 
the ideals which are our common heritage . 
Ahead of us, too, is the battle for decent hospitalization 
and related care for the older citizens of this nation . It is not 
that the other party does not recognize that people get old and get 
sick and frequently need expensive care which millions cannot afford. 
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cheques? 
~~ ~~~~ 
Who would suggest that we shift ';~~stjto hundreds 
f\ 
of private insurance companies? Who would want to force millions of 
older citizens to go back to the good old days before Social Security? 
I can tell you that this Administration has n~intention of going 
back to those days. This Administration is determined to move further , 
~~ 
away from them. It is determined to extend social security to cover 
1\ A&;r;:J. ~ ~ 
hospitalization and ~ care to ~ r · t r <Pd Americans. And, may I 
say that we would welcome an assist from Republicans in Congress . What 
we have gotten so far is a confusion of the question by the addition 
~_. u , 
of catch words like socialized medicine and private ~ies. But you 
know and I know that the present social security system works a~d has 
worked~ for almost a quarter of a century .~ system of 
hospitalization for older people, built, essentially, around the same 
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social security approach can wrk just as well . That is vhat the 
President wants and that is vna.t the Democratic Leadership is g>ing 
to try to get . When this issue reaches a climax--as it will in the 
near future--bear in mind that just about everybody is likely to be 
for hospital aid for the older folks . But the real issue is going to 
be the social security approach that is tried and proven as against 
~~~ 
money-making schemes of hospitalization, paid for by the governcent, 
-p~ r 
which means by you -,;;hich might or might not pro\•e effective . 
These are some of the facts that the voters of this state 
and the nation are entitled to have . These are the domestic issues- -
the common sense issues--wnich we have got to face as a nation . 
Republicans in general stand on one side of them. Democrats in general 
stand on the other. And I do not have to tell you which is which . 
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Clearly, each issue does not affect every citizen in the 
same way. A man out of work worries more about unemployment than a 
bank president . Families whose income permits them to pay for a ~ • 
~ofNl PJ......2..) ..,..._~ 
first-class education for their children on up through~medical school ~~ 
or law school or whatever may not be so directly concerned with the 
condition of the educational establishment of the nation. Pennsylvanians 
may be too busy thinking about their own situation to worry about un-
employment in Montana. New Yorkers have so many urban problems that 
they can ' t be expected to be concerned about the desperate need for 
~&. F1 
irrigation in California. 
'\ 
But let us never forget--Pennsylvanians, Montanans, New Yorkers 
or Californians--that we are one nation. And what strengthens any part 
of this nation in the long run strengthens the whole. What hurts any 
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part of the nation, if it is ignored by the rest, sooner or later 
hurts us all . We will either stand together in common sacrifice 
for the advance of all Americans, for the common benefit)or we will, 
sooner or later, pay separately the price of selfishness, drift, 
neglect aod sectionalism. 
In no other place will this price be higher than in its 
impact on this nation's place in the world. The arena of international 
relations is the entire globe . Even now, it is an arena vhich is ex-
panding to encompass the moon and the planets . In this vast arena, the 
struggle for peace and for national security is a far more complex 
affair than all of the domestic challenges put together . This is no 
place for quick and quack solutions . This is the place for sobriety, 
for caution, and for a~ respect for the immensity of the difficulties . 
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This is the place for a steadfast courage and a calm wisdom. This 
is the place for sober recognition of the tremendous necessity of 
all peoples for a more stable peace . This is the place for the glint 
of a deep knowledge and a deep compassion as well as for the glint 
of steel. 
This Administration is not building from scratch in foreign 
policy. It is building on what has gone before because foreign policy 
does not stop when one administration ends and another begins . An 
administration inherits , in foreign policy, all the mistakes as well 
as all the achievements of the administrations which have preceded it . 
In this matter, former President Eisenhower and other Republicans 
deserve full credit for their contribution because when it comes to 
foreign policy, we are not and ought not to be either Democrats first 
or Republicans first but Americans first and foremost. 
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It is not easy to shift gears in foreign policy. It will 
take time before the effects of ~ changes in foreign relations are 
felt under this Administration . It will not be easy to bring changes 
about . It will not be cheap . Foreign aid will have to go on. Tens 
of b:i].j_ons of dollars will continue to be spent 
armed forces . Billions more will go into space 
each year for the 
exploration~he 
President does not enjoy spending this money 1 as we have been doing for 
years, anymore than you like to have it come out of your earnings . But 
that is the price of cold war 1 of the vorld' s fears and anxieties . It 
is the price of the survival of freedom and the integrity of this nation 
in a time of world-wide upheaval, uncertainty, a~·ession and hostility . 
I can assure you that if any man can lead in the modificat ion of this 
situation, if any man has the wit and wisdom to lead in the creation of 
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a more stable world situation, a more durable peacEJit is the 
President of the United States, John F. Kennedy. He will need 
the understanding, patience and support of all the American people 
and if I know the people of this nation, he is going to get it. 
Even now, he is acting to rebuild our neglected relations 
in Latin America, to hold the line in Asia, to try to come to some 
sort of sensible agreement to end atmospheric testing of nuclear 
weapons without danger to national security, and to defuse the 
perilous situation in Berlin. And last but not least, he is attempting 
to bring a great enlargment in our international trade--in order that 
the resources of farm, mine and factory which we have in such abundance 
can be sold abroad in return for what we can use from abroad. Some .. 
~ 
people ~ere gs:tag be be hurt for awhile in this process but this 
I 
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have no fear of the people if they understand it in all honesty. 
~ t#' 1fU... I~ ~ i~,J._ . 
Take it to them and they muf.eai •• men /\Who will wor~th a ~~ 
mind of their own, with something to contribute themselves and at 
the same time in close cooperation with the President for the benefit 
of the entire nation and all its citizens . 
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DO NOT REMOV£ 
Mr. c 1r 
VULI>.A.VLU~ 1n .L~-"Cilt 
be n ttacked by blicml party. 
c tll nort!l, ath, 
ot Colorado still a • 
I certo s nl.y voul4 not t vi it to be con tri a.o tt 
to thi political t t. tter ot t, 
thine 1 1n re to 
thro v en t dinner bell r for t! re lection o J Carroll. 
I J t ~~j,!Gned to be • 1D(J ~-,,.,~, roo te 
D. C. to Boston, tt~ rid of 
cene;er servic the da.yo, it I could e it. 
t t I ere, te by cccident, I tto you tor your lc 
and your hosp1 tali ty. 
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that election c~gna are becaaing -.>re aatiooal in scope . Tbat is 
becllJlM the iaauea are also 'becoaa:1D8 more oatiooal in scope . More and 
West 111111 tor the eDtire oation. senators are senators trom their own 
states 8D4 Seoatora ot the Un1 ted State•. Presidential Administrations 
are aot o~ tor the urbaD areas or the rural areas but for all areas. 
They are DOt only f'or big business or smll business but for all buei-
DMa. ~ are DOt only tor doctora but for patients as vell. They 
~-_r-
are DOt ~ tor~ a but for labor aa well. 
I don't th1Dk ~ plalmecl it that way. It is part of the 
growth aD4 tbe changing aature of our aociety aad the "WOrld. 
Aa a 4e~D'..rat, I bave DO f-.r tor the future of our party in 
tbie traDaitioD. We have 1D the Kermedy Administration, an .aministra-
tion tor the people of Coloraclo and tor the people of all the 50 states. 
You have in Johll Carroll, not only a Senator from Colorado but, in the 
tiDeat II8Ue of the pbrue, a Seaator of all the United States . 
It is olwioua that this group, toDight, doea not have to be per-
•..a.t to give a vote of conti48Dce to Preaident Kermedy aDd hia Adminiatra-
tioD. AD4 I don ' t thiak ;you oeecl ~ convincing that John Carroll is one 
ot the great senator• to come out of Colorado . 
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~ 1 ~ <C@Ji:::,))f 
S....f. ,_ ~are d<!!!»erats, """';;because ve like the S<Jund of the nome. • 
~are demcrats ~ because our f'atuera were democrats, s.Uho~ ,,.. t 
&Y ~ ~
~s. l\. re are democrats beca~ ve have the realis;a to see 
the vorld if:the nation an it is. We are demoero.ts because we ha-ve the 
I' 0... " vision w-s nation groving in the strength, in the unity, iu the 
eqllality nnd. in the vigour of e.l.l ~ people 1n the years o.nd. decadeG 
,11).- , 
to como. We ore t4:emocrats becauoe ~re ore not pre:;>ared to otand pot. 
o-011.. o..-~ ~t~ ~ l.v---tl"" f4-" 
t-Je a:rel'- ... the clock.cer~ .t... !...~-..J .Arb C/k . 
Even in n partisan cr.eetins of this l:1nd, I uould not c.lairl 
tha.t only De!!Oc~ts ho.ld t.~ese beliefs. It takes all kinde to make a 
party, n nation end n '\rorld Qlld I mean t 10.t in nJ.l oinccrit'J'• But l 
do nay that there io a signif,.can.t dii'fercn~e bctueen Re.vublicnn Ad-
ministration end a D~cratic Administration. I do cey that there is 
a difference in a Bepublican-contro1led and a Dcrnocrat1c-controlle~ 
---~ Congr;-Gos . I do say tb.a:t any ~ua:io:Vll'4ie ex::tmint\tion of the record of 
the 8 yearn of the pre1rious Admin1otration tmd the one year of th.is Ad-
m1ntatration Will reveal that di:t'i'erenco. I do cay that the principal 
difference lieo in -the erea o:e aeeing todny ao it is and tomorrow ae it 
uill be, of lookin.:,~ ~esd rather tt>.an behind, i diocerning vnat ore have 
~ined instead of bewailing vhat we have not rcnlly lost . I do ooy that 
on a vhole range of domestic questiono we have ooved foruard prudently 
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-~~·~ 
~o-~~ /f2 ~·~£2'-4 
~ ~ F _u 1/r'  • /)t.Aw,.__ 
/ ~.~--.'"..__l...J..., 
livelihood or the can abouv tv loa~S"job in the very process o~ 
PT081"CfiS. This Adoinistration ~ not tc.kc refue;e in the hope t.l]a.t 
voeue 30-cruled natural economic forces uill net to overcor.1e theoe 
di:f'ficulticth It nsl~o what becorwes of ~e lml:l in the mennt:tme? A 
que t ·on like t'- t c.a.n only be nnmrered by action and ~is Aclminiotre.-
tion nnd e Decotrratic Cono'css have e.cted. We have ncted. to extend. 
unemployment co ... n::; tion in"'uron':!e .. \Te have provided .c.id. to the de-
f.~UtfJ Of thO UllCm;ployed. • ~Te he.ve ;increased Clini!!:Ui:l \mgeS • 
Yet, th1o Administ~tion recognizee thct these oc::.nures Qre 
lar~e~y in the na.tu.re. of o. stop-gay . These meacures relieve tb.e adver se 
crtcct o of unecr,ployuent but they do not get at the henrt of tlie problem • . 
And it iS at tb.e -henrt of tha. prt>blem of une loyment th t. \roe are aiming. 
"' Pc asp:tre to on A rica :tn vhich nll Americana o:f' all ageo who "ant to 
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utotJation. gun to probe 1n 
~ 
n t vo.nc:e -will be G t: 
J t n tev. 0 cl tcrm1ncd that 
I and, there~ pW)w-
t 
f 
0 or ti 
lrOI.um.c:Jut population and not c-4._ 
rific a, t e h pr1 c of ~ 
1c -V1ll be borne by all ,.,.. ~:_ 
.,...0 A 
£-a.._ ~ 
.Rw~u.otration 1e tl71n8 
v1ll c tinue to try to co 
acted ill c ntin to 
t all. In • high-
tin to act to 
ur ocies and to anticipate the n o 
busine.. &l'ld el,p to ove its c ;e acted 
nod will continue to act bee uae ve bellev busines 1a the ~eaven 
GUPPlieo ot 
ot forest, river nDd coaSt tar the recreation ot Jtlte peo le 1M have acted 
to t the ot today nud ta:aorrov we vill continue to act. 
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aoc1ol occuri ty novt no would tl ot 
t to forco millioua o_ o 
c1t to t good ol.d ~ ore OOc urity'l I 
tell you t this Adm1n1ctrnt1on o intention of back tot ae 
I to cxteod ooc1nl. cur1ty to c<W r 08,i>1tol.1zat1on nod 
o er core to oJ.l. retired 
c 
o cr . 
s not er:1 citiz n 1n 
W\Y. Obviowsly a out of vor wrri mo e 
president. to ptq for a fir t-
cla.cs cducnt1oa. for th 1r ch:!Jarcn on \.\P thrOugh ical. cchool or law 
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But we ere one nation. ADd what strengthens any part of this 
""' nation in t.'le long run strengthens the 'Whole. Whe.t hurts any part of 
t!:l.e nation eventua.J.ly hurta w:: ru.J.., if it~~..!! t':le reot. We vill 
) ~~~a.."" .... ~ 
either stand toe"lth~f'or the advance ot ~the co11l!llon bendfit aM-· 
~n sac~ ,.. tre '\fill, oooner or le.ter, ~ s:pnrately the price 
of Belt'13hness, drift}atr.t neglect..._)_ ~~ 
In no other pl.ncc vill th~rice • 
-n~ be higher than in ita impact on this nation's place in the world. \ 
':-! w±att I c6ti!Cf"" report to you tbat 're :have code advu~ces in.. .fo.rcign re io!ls 
iA-:this 4."-!rtrt yeer~tile-11:atn1n1"9tret.i<on. ~"'D:S-ttt.n.r;Uil:e""i!firtlfOse on 
~.1::;--J 
~t,.-l;;;;.-.w!:rftl..-rtt~, ....... ,.c..,.., t"'"l:l hcuecty, ~ The arana oi' thefle=-
relations is the entire globe, !:c~ nov, it is an arena which is e~ing 
to enco~ass the moon nnd the pllin.ets. !n this vast arenn, the struee:te 
for peace and for national security is a far more cotiP.lex affair than all. 
of the dome:> tic challenges put together. \:!ha:t..-4-e-invol:ved.......te not~n:ly'" 
..the.;a.So,OOO,OOO peoplc-of'~e~Jniteii States out the 2,271-;&'.>0-;ooQ peop;Le 
I 
~ lsnet· What is involved is not n unified, stable D£!.tion able 'tO 
eo:t...with....o..-sense ,of _pw:pQse but n ~rorld in disunity o.n.d ever on the edge 
of the chaos of war, 'C. wro-1 moreover, <\f!tic eould spel'l: tlie doom df 
ci.vil.izcd existenoe ae the h1.t11ltltl race b.ae e\"olvect "l't over t 1e centuries 
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. ' 
h.oB eone before be~ l\.,;.:c .;... :.:;o' icy doe3 not stop when one adr!inS stra-
t ·on ends end another b'1{;ius. In th1 tter, fon...'ltn' President Eicenhower 
end otuer R ublican.o de"'etve full crcdi"" f r t c r contrib~ttiou bc:::o.UGe 
' ~en it cooeo to fore~ :policy, vc are n t UQi. t cot to be o.ni thm:· 
D~.: ocrntc first or Re ublictms firot but Aw.:;ri ·ems ,pirst for~st. 
j 
It Vill take tim~ bci'orc the eft'cct. of the changes in f'orei~Y! 
rele.tionc .are felt 'Undm~ thic .tdmnistro.tion. It "trill not be ea"ly to 
bring 'these chs.nt;e'"' about . , It ldll not be cheap . J..'oreign e.id '1-T"lll h :ve 
to co on. Tcnn Af. blllions o;C llar trUl cent n:I.C to be ~nt ea. h year 
for t:lo amcd forces . Eilliono mol"C V1ll co into a ce CJC;ploration. "'ne 
?rcnident does not enJoy gpend.ing thi ~ney as vo ttavc been doitle f~ 
yeo:rs, DJlYI'X)re thb.n you iikc to tm.v it'" ccee ut or yo!Ir earnings. B\it 
t:-lat J.c the price 6f cold. ro:-1 of tac trorld' fearc and oox:ietieJ. It 
tbc price of tb.c GU.rllivel of ~and the ntcgrity o~ this nation 
I 
in t:tm.e of vor J.d .. \Jide v:phcava.l, 1.mcerte.in,ty, ee;ercssion and. ostil:i1f~ · 
! can nosurc you tho.t if' e.,."ly ~ <:an lead ~11 t c modificat;ion of t ip 
t-1t"'..Ul.t1on, 1f nnf man lias -the l:rlt to leed. in tl e creat ·on o a mo~ 
world oittiation, e. more cltn>a.blc pe<::.ee it is the re :i,dcnt or the nited -C!to.tes, John F . Kennedy. If he io t;,"'Oine to a.o it, h~ "Till need the 
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t 
tho SUbcotmli ttec on tUnins and Mineral.G. 
t 
all 
~-
' 
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( 
What this 
encUmbrance 
-· 14 -
r (Q)~)f 
U'J to iS e.D.~Standing recoro Of service to 
opportun~ for the indepeqdent businessman to 
stry; opportunity ~or t..lte consumer to 
litjr for all. Americana to live vithout ~ 
and opportunity for Coler adana and t~n!v_s 
in the abundance of AtOOrica 's growt YO'..l 
~ve in Senate ~, representing you f.l.n a position of po ~r and 
reapono~111tjr, a pr~tist, an idealist, a determined man 
:=:r::::: o:1::::f:1:e=:::1:·; keep him 
there. As Majorir Leader of the Senate, as a \lesterner 
all, as an American, I urge you to keep John Carroll in 
, most of 
I 
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~E.Y, the ttw 
• ut.e. ... ..... ~tG • .. ve ft .... .. tMa Wt.Y 
DR .. ... 
the-~ t.J, Q~ 
eoa .U ta JW.H OD4 
• ... 'becawJe w ... - 't!le 
lWeiiiiM btt.vMil 6 H-.DI\.UU 
~ '1a l-lat~Ulagt(8 • 
l~ellW>~iotll'l aotro ~· 
brJftHt. .. ailllll\i<)ft 
~~<~.AA·atint OD Ml4 
nw.l. at rre .... ~•· 
Dd 418CWD 116 
QQt. ~l,y lotr\. 1e ....... 
~ -.wei tonu'4 riP!.It!an.'tl,y Mil ftQW¥. 
~ 
~ 1D t.t• vaar • 1 Go lillY we ~ • 
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is 
~. 
t srat no.t!D'IIl ~ 
t.r ~~~lit' ... __ 
~Aefo'"# rS eJ' &all .... ~,..,.'""-
te to meet t."le raoe4ll 
~ • t Gel t1e otab 
a.t. oa '• ~. T s 4aa .tmtWD 
10ft be 8IQ' ~' l.ciQs u otaer 
tUtu t.aek ~tbU. uea, oat. eo.J.7 ~1r ctocJWol4ee cr their 
•• tuwe but t.o the ~at oo. Tn. !ftehtf.\la't 4etem1.-4 t.t.t tbose "·~~.,. .. 
D1c we &U DW a vret~ ..I.Q8Z' i4aa t! :t 
ca to - t ~ are a.t. 
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1&1. .-:~ t,. ~t 1QQI'Jr.lli.ZI:O 
.oc:1al eect.~r ~ 
--~ st 
nt.U..Ot~ 
¥;J:,u.u. W~Gt to ONe m .......... ~a or Q)4er 
tyl l CIID tell 
• :t t.~ ~t • ~lLIJo..j 
r.c 8 D. 1~ t ll D tal QOG.J" 
--~ • llbq be f'or .__,., .. 
•• et, 
• 
i.U1'fmC. c<.ll'*li 
tack to t:.t.e 
A4zrdnsatrat:.cm taa 
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-~IUatn:Uaa ... w, 1EJ1 """"""-.Jf t.1MI ~ IUJ wu 
all t..'MI ~ta ~- eiJialDS.etnt.tiOiw '111'4lW~,..... "*~ :t. ~ 
~ ~ .... -.:..,._ Hf!~.lieaDe (l.eser 
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I have knovn him since he came to Washington in 1946. I had 
preceded him by four years . But 1.:1 Con.~ess four years is only the 
twinkling of' an eye and. we were both what is known as junior members of 
the House of Representatives . Since the senior members in the House pay 
little attent:tan to Junior members, ve talked to each other . 
lole shared a.n interest in foreign affairs, c.nd a con'!ern about 
trends in tae policies of our recent ally, the Soviet Union. We supported, 
then, as we do nov, those programs--for t'1e .:lilitary establishment and 
forei8Q aid, expensive and ~~strating as they sometim~s arc--that we 
believed were essential to the survival of freedom. 
So tmilc we stood on opposite Gidcs of the poll tical fence, we 
talked over the fence, then, as 're do now. On the one hand vc have each 
done his best to save the country from government by the other's Party. 
On the other, we have often stood shoulder to shoulder in the Congress 
lrhen the Dhowdowns have come on fundamental quc:.>tions of foreign pol:i cy 
and on fundamental domestic qucotions 'Which determine '\Thether the nation 
goes forwnrd to greater human achievements, stands still or retrogresses. 
Your tribute to Senator Keatitlg this evening does not derive from 
his voting record in matters of foreign pol:i.cy and defense . You praise 
M.m because of his contributions to htUDan brothcl·hood., becauoo he has 
served tne cause of amity between men of different faiths. Yet the two 
principal forks of Senator Keating ' s activity over the years and decades 
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when nobody intl·udes stronB belie1s on anybody else; or oimply because 
the cocplexi·cy and pace oi.' the modern wo1•ld tlak~s it hard to hold any 
fir~ beliefs at all--~or ''aat seeoed ~~~e yesterday does not hold today. 
In any e rent, the poe"" ' s words about the "hollow-tllE:;ln--headpiece 
filled w~t..l .:>traw ' are, anhapp:i.ly) an U..?t. part of the tolerance which 
exists today . '.l.'o roy mind ·the tol~rance o:f ·t..'le headpiece filled 'trlth 
stxa•T is a t'ar cry from tns t·)lerunce vmich is ez,p1·esoed in the phrase: 
"r do not agi:'Ce vi th ~>mat yot.>. say 1 but I Will defend to the death your 
right to 31lY it. " 
I und.erocore a part of this phrase, --the wordo "•:it'l what you 
say:r ··- because it assumes that you have said soro.et.1ing with enough ~Teight 
and conviction to stir up strong disa.ereement. In tne same 'tmy, the name 
of your moveoent-- 11Interf'aith"-- assumes that you have veoted, in some-
t hing greater than yourselves, your faitn, your convictions, your beliefs 
about t he meaning of life. It would be absurd to have an "Inter-tolerance" 
movement. 'l'he Interfaith movement is founded on the assumption that, most 
men do hold beli e:f's so important to them that they can clash with other 
beliefs, held just as strongly by others . And that because of this 
potential clasa, 1'1en must be reminded of tae1r brotherhood, their common 
sonship1 their deeper human unity under God so t hat truth may unfold in 
peace1 out of t heir dissent, 
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But uei ther iC.eaf3 •..)l' fa:!. ths EU'e lik ~ly to carry the.".. energy 
<tmen mao "play it cool' bccau:::e ''one belief is just as good cs ano·ther . " 
In sucn a vorlu~ l.i !C reel v.:.rt1..e of tolcl'mJ.ce does not exist-·-there is 
simply nothing to tolcrc.te. Ol:\.ly Ollt ci' an honeot cla::.h of id~a.s deeply 
h~ld can come a transcet1d.ine faith in the digr.ity of each lll:ln, in t ,e 
n~ces:::i ty w ueur h:uu o~t~ to to.:..e.rata 'mat se~m to be his errOl'S . 
Each o. u.s hcld.c c. i'o.ith that has, at one ti'~"!l.C in history or 
another, been persecuted by cen uho h. .. ld. one of the other fai tht.> . And 
so ~re kno\-r the ITelue of a society where minority faiths ro·e permitted to 
live and bl.·ee:t.he, where it ia t.he poli~y of the ~;overru::.ent and tlte churches 
themselvec to ellaw all faith& tb.e:ir voice i!l the common sea.!"ch fcJ: trnth. 
But because ti1is fi·ecd.om ls p1·eciouo, we s .... oul~ no\~ confuse it with that 
so-collecl "t.olerance" where nobody :fe£1.s very st..rongly about his faith . 
The kind of tolerance which undergirdv t~~e nation and is essential to its 
form and sv:bstance comes out of a. uw.n ' G cotlll:litment to his own faith . In 
the depths of that co~tment he will discover his ultimate brotherhood 
with all other~ who seek after the truth in their own way. 
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INTERESTS A.TO FOL1CIES 11; SOUTHEAST ASL'.. 
Commencement Address by Senator Hike I·:c.ncficld (D . , l'.ontcn"") 
Michigan Stat~ Univcr~ity, East Lnusiug, Michigan 
Sur.day, .T\.4Co 10, 1962, 4:CO :p.t: . , ..... . s .T. 
I am happy to be w:..ta you o.r.d. grcteful for t .• u privilege of jo:!..::1-
icg the class of 1$62 . It is esp~cially pl~nsa~t ~o b~ here because of ~ast 
co~t~cts with your faculty end, ~ost especially, ~th :y old f~~cr.d1 =~ce~t 
!·1elby, fo:::-::er Ctancellor of t."l~ U::iVe!'5ity o. !·~~::.tc!'.a. 
ing'voo. aud ill the fa.r-flt:.ng corners of the •.ro:!..·ld. . I cc.-c:.ot :::-c!te:l'be:::.· ~::.c 
uun:.ber of tir:.es, for ex.:ll::lple, vhat I b'lve r\X int.o your ?rofcs::.or Uc:;ley 
Fishel a::.d r::...v old colleo.zue f:=o:::1 !·:o~tana, Professo-~ G".J.y 'Fox, i:: Sc.igo:: . 
~~g~t~e~ ~~h tae rest of the ~~~n1::g-cissior. o~ !~ichigan State, they ~.ave 
cade importa::.~ contribution~ to the Re,ubl!c of Viet ~e~ . ~s fo:= yo~ P:::.·csi-
dent, Dr . Eann.A.h, i1is tro.vel-mileage on behalf of the nation--and, ~~c::.C.c=.-
tally, !·achigan State- - is rivRJ.ed only by thc.t of the Scc~cts.ry of St:::.~c ~::.C. 
Members of Congress . 
I have heard it said th~t th~ ~u~ :.ever sets ou the fac~ty of 
!t.ichigan State . It is rea.ssurit:g, thcre!'ore, to co~::e hera c.cC. discover 
that the faculty has o. no.turo.J. habitat. It io such a deli_;t.\.:u.l ho.b!.t:::.t 
one wonders why so many of its membe:a have been persuaded to lcc.vc for 
the euervating tropics of Asia and Haahington. 
They have been persuaded, I suspect, even as the nation has bee~ 
persuaded, to enter into new channels of iutcroational activity, by the 
events of the past two decades . The oatiou has become deeply committed 
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throughout the world. Skilled members of thi:; un.~ver:.1-cy u.-:-e u ... on0 the 
thousands of Aruericcns who are workicg abroad with gr~a~ ~edication to 
discharge that commitment . 
It ).s to this cotr.:nitment, njtnoly, az it is !r.volved ::.'!l South.ea. ..... 
Asia which I would a~dress your atten~ion . I hcve cho~en this subj~~t, in 
part, bec9.use of the clo~e association wr.ict.. h:ls existed bet·..;een ~-!ichigcr:. 
State and Viet Nam. I have chosen it, too, in pu-1:. oecause events appear 
.-.-
to be moving in Southeast Asia ~.:;awards a point o~ critical <leci3ion. _j_ t.J.seRt 
As you ltnow, ~e have recently lcD~c& coobct forces in Thcilacd . 
':'cis movement of troops follows tr.e :;tl.·eczt.hcni~g of the United States 
r.::ili ta.ry training mission in Viet :;a<.!. Both steps repl·ecent c deepening of 
an all~eady very deep involve~ent on ~he So~tbca~t Asian ma~clend . 
:n this, as in all cases of foreign policy ac~ ~l:its:·y co~ni, 
the responsibility for the di=ection o~ the nation's course rc~ts with the 
President . It is a grave and difficult respor.s!bility . In discharginG it, 
~he ?resident is entitled to the understanding en~ s~pport of the n~t~on. 
ll.uy I cay that he has had both in the Senate of the linited States, fro~ the 
leadership of both parties . He has kep~ the ConJr~ss fully informed on the 
situation as it has developed. In o. si:-:•i.lar ro::mer he bas trh.:d to keep ~he 
people of the nation informed through his frequent pre~s conference~ . 
Support of the President does not preclude public discussion of 
the situation in Sou~heast Asia . On the contr~y, it presuppo~es it . ~he 
President would be the last to expect a moratorium on p!.!blic pu.rticipation 
of this kind . It is politlcs tr~t needs to stop at the water's edge, not 
serious consideration of the nation's course in it3 r~iatioos with the rest 
of the world. Rather than less, we need more public consideration of this 
matter . 
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I have chosen it, finally, because I suspect you are sufficiently inspi~ed 
at this moment not to require an inspirational speech from me. Hence, I 
shall give you what are, in my opinion, the sober facts of one of t~.e 
situations which confront the Nation, facts to which you are entitled as 
mature men and women, as citizens of the United States. 
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The need is especially acute with r~~~~ct to So~~ne~~t Aoia . 
Un~il recent times it has been an area re~te fro~ the g~r.eral awareness 
of the nation. It is not surprising that the public , ~ven today, knows 
l ittle ~oout ~he region . Indeed, it is doubtful ~~at c decade ~go, core 
than a st:all fraction of tne civilian and t.rl.li tsry pe:r:;onne;l o.: t.~~ govern-
ment and the journalists who are now i'C.l::J.er~ed. i!: its place-ne:nc::; cou:d. h=.ve 
quickly located the Kin~dom of LaOti 1 l~t alone its to~~ and villages, on a 
map of Asia. 
Yet this obscure land on tte borders o~ So~th China no~ ~Ti~es 
headline after headline in tt.e a. ... dly .~?res.... . It kee:vs the lights on through 
the night in tl-).e Penta6on, t!le StD.to D~part=...:n~ c.nd the c ...... ~=W. Ir.telligence 
Agency . It hus been the ic:nediate ca~se of the dispatc .. of ~nite~ Sta~cs coo-
bat forces to Thailand and a pert~al cause of the stren~th~ninJ o~ the mili-
tary oission in Viet Nam. In a dec~de about $400 ::llllion iu u.s . ::lil!. ta!'y 
and other aid has gone into this one nation whose populction is far s:nalle:r 
than that of the Detroit Metropolitan region and is scattered in jungle and 
hill over an area the size of Oregon. 
I n 1953 when I first visited Lao~ , just ~~o junior resident State 
Department officials wer e deemed sufficient for the protection of all Unite~ 
States interests in the entir e country. Almoct a decade later 1 h~r.<lr.:.:~.:> of 
officials f r om half a dozen feder al agencic~--military and civilian--were 
on the scene . 
This t r ansition in Laos highlights the tran~ition in the United 
States relavionship with all of Southe~st Asia . From a minimum of contact 
and cost scarcely a dozen yeers ago we have moved, today, to a point of 
saturated i nvolvement and i mmense expense . This progressive involvement 
has not been a party matter--a r epublican policy or a democratic pol icy • 
.. 
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It began under a Democratic Administra~ion. It intensified sharply ur.der c 
Republican Adm:tnistration . And it is now being dealt vith once cguin by c 
Democratic Administration . 
The :-oots of this involve::::ent in Sou·.~ee.~t Asia lie in the vast 
displocation which was produced in Asia by '.lo:-ld. ~~a.:..~ II. ::31...t in a t.orE:: 
specific sense, it dates from the ~~riod of tee Korcar. Conflict . 
You will recall that ubo~t a aozcn yearv a~o :'~vol~tio~ c~ept li~c 
a giant ti~. wave through C~na . It o..r;>iJ~ed ovt.r thE:: Chinese borders 1~ tee 
nor~h, into Xo:ea. It gave every sigc of ecgulfi~s !~~o-Chine to the So~th. 
T!le.~ region1 itself, was in the midst of a mixed e.nc.. coui'us:..ns Cc . ..=.~nist­
navio~alist-oonarchist uphe~val, but in esse~ti~l~, a rcvo:utic~ as~-c~t tee 
reassertion of French colonial control eftex '.Tol·ld. Ha.r II. 
Engaged in toe cocrlict in. Korea, we sou&~t for st:-ategic :-easons 
to prevent Chinese expansion in Southeaot A~ia . So we b~~an to 00 ~o the 
aid, first, of the French and after the~, the successor gover~ents o~ Inao-
China-- in Viet Nam, Laos and Cambodia. 
The milita.~ situation wes eventually st~bilized 1~ Kor~a by 
nego~iations . It was also stabilized in Indo-China largely throu3h the 
diplomacy which produced the Ge~eva A~·ec~ents of 195~ . 
A kind of uneasy truce settlea over Asia . But there was no chan3e 
in the deep- se:uted hostility between Chinese co....:1unis:r. and the Un:.~cd Sta'tes . 
Peking continued to single us out as the number one enemy of the Chinese 
people . vle continued the policy of vartiille boycott of the Chinese mainland- -
total economic and cultural boycott and almost total diplomatic boycott . The 
military situation in both the Fo~san Straits and Korea remained ominous . 
The political situation in the divided countries of Laos and Viet Nam re-
mained unsettled . 
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There follmved, then, a. Uni teo. Sta~es E.ffort to Keep C.:::. ... ::w. o ... t oi: 
Southeast Asia and to forestall toe ~pr~ad o: co~unism in that ~eeion. :t 
was at this point that our direct i:J.volvewcnt beee~ to de~peo in earnest . ~!c 
embarked upon a cassive military nid prozr~~ to Souttea3t As~e~ ~tic~5. Al: 
policy was directed prepoudera~tly to the bu~lcing of strong anti-co=z~~ist 
military e3tablishments and govern:ent~ . \~c so~~at, further, to brinz t~e 
reg::.on under the protectiv~ umbrella of the Southeu..;t Asia Treaty Orse.rrizatio:J., 
SE.\TO, which was expected to -c.a.rshall nation ... both W:.ti~in end witho~'t the arc~ 
for a co~on defense of the region agains't cc~~ni3~. 
In Laos and in south Vit.;t ::a.m, p.:..rticula.::ly, \.he irc:ense cost of 
sustain~ng the large military esto~lisbme:J.~~ ~u-:t ~y u.s . ~ilita.-y aid re-
quired, in turn, lar0e annual econo~~c aid-subs~dies to t~ese co~ntr~es. 
Neither form of aid has had much ~:feet on the economic or social ~ell-bei~g 
of the ordina--y people of these !lt.'tion.3. The pricci'c.l gain of these proo·cn:s 
has flowed to a relatively small n~b~r of persons in the cities acd to ~li­
tary personnel. 
In addition, to this massive military and milita.ry-tiupport program 
of aid, som~ effort was made to help i~rove the lot of the ordicary people 
by technical and other assistance for ccooo=ic und social devclop~~nt. 
Finally, I should mention the ex~ension of the infor~tion proora~ 
into Southeast Asia. Aga.:in, the contrast in tt;n years is significant . Fro~ 
a minor operation confined largely to the environs of the cities of Sa~gon 
and Bangkok, the voice of America has been carried by radio and pamphlet and 
motion picture, 'by boat, plane, jeep ao.d foot and, I ,.,ould presume cveo. by 
elephant, into the remotest villages ao.d hamlets of Southeast Asia. The 
output of words increased massively and impres£ively. So, too, of cou...·se, 
did the cost t o the people of the United States . 
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Over a ten-year period, the forei~ aid-program--military and non-
military--alone has resulted in authorized appropri~tions of tne public fund~ 
of this nation of well over ~3 billion ~or these Southeast Asian cations . 
This ~otal does not take into accouu~ ~~e salaric~ a~d eX?~nscs of the 
thousands of mil~tary and civilian p~ruonnel of t~~ government who have seen 
service in the area during this perio~ . It does not taze into account the 
cost of our p~icipation in ~TO c~ consequent ~~l~tcry dcp~oY=e~ts such 
as has occurred in recent weeks in and urouDd ~hailand . It doe~ not t~~ 
into account the cost of th.a expansion of t.le :.ni'or.....J.tion, :p:cce;ru:::; acd 
other gover~ment act~vity . 
decade has been enormous by any mb~:~.;:;u=e . Y€:t it wou.ld be a s:r::-11 pric<; to 
pay if it uere to yield a durable pe~ce and s=.!'eg..l....:d Cil opport~ity for 
the growtn of stable free natiocs in t .• 9.t :-egic~ . U:lfo::tunc.tiZ:ly, t~e ex-
perience of the past decade is not such as to ~ive rise to s~~guinc CX?ec~­
tions in this r espect . 
\ole have the experience of SZJ.TO . :t is dif!'icult to essess i -.s 
value in fore3~alling military adventures by tne Con...un::.sts . ?erha?s ... t 
has had some effect; perhaps it has r:ot . But one thing has been m:1dc very 
clear by the recent military deployment . He have a.llies under SE.\':0 to be 
sure, but allies either unwilling or unable ~o ~ssu~e but the scall~st frac -
tion of the burdens of the alliance . I say that not as criticivm of any 
member of S&ATO . Each nation has its own problems and capacitie~:J and I do 
not presume to judge them. But this nation, too, has its pr oble:ns . A~d 
one of them is to avoid miscalculations in policies which may derive fro~ 
the gap between the presumed promise and the actual fulfillment in any mili -
tary alliance . 
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We hav~ the exper~ence1 too 1 of Lao~ . There ha~ been ei~t years 
of military and other aid of the most in~en~iv~, indeed1 the most extravcgan~ 
kind to that country. There have been mi~ion~ of co~~ly words and pict~es 
and sounds on the virtues of free~om &nd t .. e evils of co~unism ~i~seminated 
throughout a Kingdom in which, may I say1 ne:.thcr tbe concept of ,·!estern 
freedom or \·/estern colL!llunism can have ml!ch mear.iu.; . ?or it is a kiugao~ of 
isolated villagers, still living in a relatively contented, peaceful1 Bud~~.~~ 
culture centuries old . Eight years of aid e~d ~~rds and other oper~tions, ir. 
the end1 have produced scarc~ly a rippl~ :.n Laos1 exc~pt :n the capital ci~y. 
And what it prvduccd ther e 1 to suy the lcnst 1 docs ~ot speak well for i~ . 
Laos is, clearly1 in far ~ore dacc~r1 today, of c co:l&pse into a kind of 
communism under ou~side do~nation or, pe:~aps 1 to division and de~~uc~ion 
as a nation1 than when this wbole process began--when the cot~ntry was led by 
one who tried to think and act i:: ter::..s of ~ •• ~..; !{lng:..o::::l' s neu.tralis~ anC. 
greater self-reliance . 
\ole have the experience of Vit.;t :~am . /\::1 this situution1 af~er ycc..rs 
of military ass~stance of a west costly Aind1 it is discovered th~t the aid 
went to build ~he wrong kinds of forces and tu~~ it is now necess~y to bui:d 
almost from scratch with the aid o: thouc~nd~ of additio041 Amcricun ~raining 
and support for ces and at an even higher level of acnual aid. It is also 
discovered that a great deal more emphasis on political and economic ~evelop-
ment is now r equired in Viet Nam1 although the need for ~his latter course 
has been pointed out time and again in the Congress for ~ny years . 
Ther e is no l onger any escaping the fact that after years of 
enormous expenditures of ai d in south Viet Nam, that country is ~ore1 
r ather than l ess, dependent on aid frota the United States . Viet Nam ' s 
independent survival is less rather than more secure than it was five or 
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Under the leadership of President Nyo Dictl Diem, a man for vrhom I have 
the highest respect and the deepest admiration, a man whose integrity 
and honesty are unquestioned, and wi~nout whom there would be no free 
Vietnam, that country has faced extraordin~; difficulties in its 
struggle for survival. Yet, even in • • • 
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six years ago . Once again the bombs explode in Saigon as they have ~t done 
since the early days , which Professor Fishel will reffiember with ~~, of the 
establishment of tne Republic in 1953-55 · 
One can only hope ~hc...t a similar process of iccreasing depen~er.cy 
and i-r.creasing insecuri-cy ia not nm., abou" ·"o oe,gir. in Th"'iland. 
I think, in all hone;;;ty, that .1~ ous\j Cl')r.tra~'- t.1ese s:ttuat.ion;:. 
with those which exist in Bur~ end in Cambodia . B~a has a nor.-co~~n~~t 
independence wnich is, at this mo~er.v, ~re secure than tha~ of Laos ar.d 
Viet Nam. Yet ~t has obtained little aid f~o~ ··~ .... ., . Camood!a ~s received 
i'rom us a fraction of \jhe per capita. aid which hus gor.e to Viet .:'&-:: or L:::.os . 
It has received aid from many co~tr~es, includir.~ Co~ur.ist cour.tr:te~ . Ye~, 
i~s non-co~~nist inQepecdence is ce~!~y no~ less, ~~ ~s f~ ~o~e ~~c~·u 
than tnat of Laos . Indeed, it 1~, as of this =o~en~, a~on0 the ~ost peaceful 
anQ stable of all the nationo of A5i~ . 
Now, I think we must re~ize that situations differ in these various 
na~ions . Co~unist and other preasures--ir.ternel and exterr.al--vo=y . So do 
historic and strategic circumstances . But it 1~ no~ wi~hou't significance in 
our comprehension of the total s~t~tion in Southecst Asia that in cations ir. 
which our aid-commitment has been rel&tivc:.Y L .• :.it<.;a., the prospects c.re no 
worse for the survival of non-communist independence then in those in ~hich 
we are massively committed . 
Befo~e this phenomenon can yi~ld anything of relevance to po:icy, 
however, we must get clearly in mind the interests of this nation in Sou~h~~~t 
~sia which we are trying to protect . For, I presume, that it is on the basis 
of these inter ests t hat we have made this great co~itment . 
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A nation's inte~eo~~ a~c of two kindJ--those which ere basic and 
enduring and those which are tran~itory and peripheral. And history indi-
cates to us t,.at our enduring interasts i~ Southea.,t ;.sic are limiteC.. :iisto:-y 
also indicates to us tha~ tne~e ~imite~ interests in co~~r~c, cultu~e a~d 
security have been, in the past, a:o:.t e!'!'ccti vely ~c t'e~a.rc!ed. by .. policy of 
minim~ involve-:nent . t·!e have, ic the p..-s't, aYoiC.P.d :!:::terfe~:ing 1:::. the i~terna.l 
political affa)r~ of the Sowtue~st Asian nc~io~s. ~lc hcve, ic the pas~, mini-
mizeio~ ~li~ary co~tment on the Snutheest Asian ~i~~r::ld--even d~i::g the 
grit::r:.est days of WoA.~ld tfo.r II . ~!e ha.v.:l, ~n the past) gi•Jco app.·opriate e::-
courage=eot to tee eme4gence of in~epcudent netionhco1 in tne region . t:e have, 
in the past, sousnt to act in a fcshio~ which would not ta!·aish the s~bcl 0~ 
freedom and human decency which this n~tion h~s ~o~e been in Asl~ or a:ienctc 
the i'rie::ldship of ~he peoples of thc.t reg!oo, ::-oge.:·dless of \t:.r:t gover~ents 
~gh~ teoporarily hold cwaJ over the~ . We have, in the pest, tr~ough C.iplo~cy1 
sought to do our oa:all share in t~c preservation of peac~ in that r~gic~ ~~ p~t 
of our general interest in cGe ~jnten~n~a c: ·~r~~ pence . 
I do not GE:t! the~, tnesc e~a~·!-cs !.ut..:res-.,~ hava cha:lgeC. in a:.y a!~i­
fic.c:o.t deg:-ee . Our cov.:te.rcial nni cultu:-c.l ccn~acts "'ith South~gs't Asia are 
still limited. Our security intare:.ts in Sout!'.enst Asia, in te1·ms of t~c de-
fense of the United States ore still li~i~e~ . 
Yet, it is obvious that in the past decade the policy of :in~=uo 
involvement and, j.ncidentally, mini~um cost, by which we have tr3dition~y 
nefended these limited interests, h3S shifted cbout 180° to the point of vel~ 
de~p involve~ent and enormous cost. 
I have already pointed out how the Korean conflict p~ecipitated this 
drastic change in course in Southeast Asia . How we reached the present point 
is understandable . The question which we have not yet faced) the question 
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which may now be approaching the point of critical decisions is vhetber t;.i.:; 
change is to become a permanent part of our for~ign policy. If it is, ~~en 
we must be prepared, at best, to ct;;Xry <-ll ... ..:r.u~l b~:.rden of ::::ev~ro.l t.ur.d.l·eC. 
millions of dollars of mili~y and econo~c sub~idie~ to anti-co=m~ni:;t 
governments in the region for many yeo.rs . VIe \rill have to do t. •• ut \thether 
or not they are responsive govern~cnts in te1~s of their own peoples ~eed.~ . 
\·le must be prepared to extend this support L.l Sou~~ees~ Asia for tt.e ::.nC.efi-
nite future -cbxough the whole costly mechenis:n of aid and propo.ger.da . He 
must be prepared to bear the h~n o.na ~cterial co~t. of keepinG an inde-
ter~~cate number of combat troop~ in t~at ~~~ion, on garrison duty o~ far 
more s~rious purposes as ~Y be nacess~~· All these things we ~us~ be pre-
pared to do at best . At worst, we tr.us·~ be prepared for a po-..:;;ible conflic~ 
o~ indefini~e dep-ch and duration, depend~nt ~~gely o~ our forces for its 
prosecution . 
These are the facts, the realities of the situation . Grim as 
they are, I believe that it is eminently desirable taut t~ey be :aced now, 
whatever our decisions rr.ay be . 
In all candor I must ask: Is a per~anent policy of thut kind 
justified on the besio of any enduring inter~::::ts of tne people of -che Uni"Ced 
States in Southeast Asia7 Is it t:ore valid no,.,·, t.r..an in the pa:::;t, to ir.-
volve ourselves in internal politico.l situationv in the countr.es of "Chat 
region--to maintain any government in a state of quaji-dependency on us for 
the indefinite future? Is it more valid now, than in the past, to ess~e 
the primary burden for the political, economic and social fUture of these 
lands? 
I have raised these questions and I would enticipate that you miont 
raise others . The fact is that these approache~ are, at best, doubtful bec~use 
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they are i~er.se:y costly ~n ra~io to cny enduring interest& of the ~eople 
of the U . .:> . in Southeast Asia . They C!"C do~;b'tful bccc~;se, in the lo::1g :-un, 
t~ey will yield little to the people of 'thi5 n~tion and little to the ~ecp!e 
of Southcust Asia except a ~~tipliccticn o~ thei~ ~·eady i~e::lse cocia: 
and econo::a.ic d~fficul ties . These ... pp:-o che .... are do\l'bt!'ul bacc"...45C ~:.cy :._·ing 
upon us a va~~e responsibility for the internal evol~tio::l of the ~~ions cf 
Southeast Asia, a responsibility which nc ::1~tioo ccn discharge for c::lot~cr 
in this day and age, a responsibility which it i::; the ri&~t end d ...... ty of the 
people end leaders of those ~~tions thccsclvcc to a~::;u~e, a responsibility 
which, afte~ many costly decadec, we relinquished in the Philippines ~~~ 
no intention of assuming else~tere . 
they can be avoided. \:e have accUitulc.ted binG.ing t:caty co=!t::e::lts C'J"er 
t~e years and integrity d.at:.a::lds t~e.t t~ece be hoco::cd. ..1oreover, o:::.e ca::l-
not know what other nations ~Y do in this situatic:::.; end at this lete ho~ 
c.ny improvement in the situation depecds on the c.ttitu~es of mc::1y govcr::l-
cents . :t depends heavily on the Chinese in Pc~ing . :t depends heavily on 
the Soviet Russian government . It depends on political and mil~'ta.-y leaders 
in Sou .. heast Asia an<i elsewhere in Asi~-J.. Ind.ced, it depends on all gover:l-
ments which by reason of their me~ber::;hjp in the United Nations hnve a 
measure of responsibility for the cai~tenance of peace wherever it =ay be 
threatened . 
But let there be no doubt thnt it also depends on us. Regardless 
of these other factors, it re:::l.ains for uc, nm.r, to draw clearly the dis;:;i~c­
tion between what is enduring and basic and ~hot i:; transitory acd peri?heral 
in our interests with respect to Southeast Asia . It remains for us to hold 
fast to the one and seek actively to minimize the other, to the end that the 
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haphazard commitment and waste of re~ources in which we have indu:gcd for yea=~ 
in the pursuit not only of our enduring interc""" out of polit:!.cal ... logans and 
shibboleths may cease . 
To the extent that we do wl.at we o~~elves wt.st do, I be:ieve we 
shall begin to discern the basis for a new approach to policy in So~t~east 
Asia . It will be an approach which \Till: 
(1) explore actively, intensely a~d continuously every possi-
bility of minioizing the unilateral activity of t~e Un~~ed S~ates in So~t~east 
Asia in every sphere; 
(2) re-examine SEATO in the li&~t of the recent eA~eriecce in 
Thailand and not hesitate to attezpt to ~edify or alter it, if othar w~y~ of 
maintaining peace and independence in Sout~east Asie baco=e eviden~; 
(3) seek vigoro~sly to difi'use, throug.~ the United ~~ations 
or through any other feasible grot.pi~~ of n~tions, the ~nor=ous bUl~den of 
assisting nations of Southeast A3in ~o bring ~heir econc=ies and social 
structures more up-to-datej 
(~) place less emphasis on political and ~litsry subsidies, 
propaganda and other devices of the cold wcr and =ore e=Phasis on a vigorous 
and persistent traditional diplomacy for the ~eve:op~ent of a =ore stable 
situation in the areaj 
(5) pay more attention to tne mcnncr in which the reasonable 
needs and aspirations of the people of ~be nation~ of Southeast Asia are being 
met by ~heir governments in adjustin6 the whole ranGe of our relations with 
those governments; 
(6) study afresh all the political problems of the region 
which contain the seeds of expanded conflict, with special attention to the 
relevance of the experiences of Burma and J:;o;os . {_} t'l -~-.__!}._{._/!<- :..__ 
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It is not certain that any of these approaches may be fruitful . 
The difficulties waich have been encount~red on all sides in attemp~ing 
to bring about a peaceful settlement in Lao~ is indicative of waat is i~­
volved in any significant caange fro~ ~he preGer.t course in Southeast Asia . 
But difficulties of change, notwi~~stc~ins, the fact remains tn~t tne 
present course is, as it has been for a long ~iwA 1 ~t bes~, a mark-~~e 
course of years and decades of i~cnse co~t to the people of the United 
States end, at worst, it is a collisio~ cour~e . 
It is clearly in the interests of this ~ation to edj~st tnat 
course if it is at all possible to do so with honor a~ dece~cy . :<ay I 
say, furtner, that this nation ow~s apology to ~o ~~tion ~f i~ seeks ~ 
lighten its co~~~~ents in Southeast Asia ~.~ou~~ c vigorous dip:o~~y--as 
we have been doing with respect to Laos- -and a ~c~ more discri~~~i~g ~d 
prudent use of its resources . We hav~ QOr.c ou~ shal·e, ~ tha~ our s~are 
to sustain friendly governments in A3in . \le will go oc doir.g it . \:e ~:.: 
meet treaty commi t:nents which are binding on our honor. But, u.t t.le sa=e 
time, let there be no doubt taat tne t1~e is long pa~t d~e when we ~~st 
explore every avenue which may lead to a situation in Southeast Asia, les~ 
dependent on the resources of this nation for ita c~ment . In the search for 
that situation the President needs the underot~nding ~nd support of the nation 
and I have no doubt that it will be fortacom1n0 • 
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00 NOT REMOYli 
Before tM SW111118r 5etll1nar of College Student• 
Constitution Hall, Waahillgtou, D. C • 
Tuesday, July 101 1962, 10:00 A. M. 
A textbook Y1ll reveal hov our S)"atela of go'VC"QQIIInt operates 
in tbeor;y. Oaly a cl1rect contact aw:h u you are nov UDderw;>ing can 
provide the begirminp of an 1ua1ght iato ita operation in pnetice. 
I say, the beginnings of an inaight, oa the baaia of pereoaal ~i.e ace. 
Tventy yqrs in tlle lAgial.ative Bnach, ~ div14N between Bouae 
aa well aa the becutive Branch &Dd the Court. Yet ~ a day pe.saes 
even nov without additional avarenea•--IIOM MV -.ppreciation of the 
vi tall ty of the Const1 tution or ~ nev ~reheoaion at the fearful 
complexity of the ay•tea which haa developed u.a4er it. 
I am ulighted, therefore, that tbe PreaiUilt has ... n fit to 
introduce a tol"Ml sWIIIDter interuuh4.p ill .fr-VW"DMGt for st-~ts. It 1• 
typical, ~ 1 say, of hi• dedication to the cultivation of excellence 
in the public serv1.ce. You ~ or ~ DOt cbooM to puraue a carHr in 
government in the future . Whether JOu c1o or DOt, I bave oo doubt that 
the experiences which you and tuture grou.ps obtain by first-haDd practice 
Vill act as a leaven throughout the nation tor ill;proveaaeBt in the public 
aervice. lor tbat reason, if tor DO other 1 1 aa delighted to try to con-
tribute to your uodersta.Dding of the Legislative Branch--particularly its 
Senate ving. 
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~g~y 
The Senate bas been called -.ny thinga--aoma tlattering &01111 not 
so flattering. But whatever it h.aa been cal.l.ecl, in practice, it is a co-
equal half ot the Legislative Bnmch of the govel"!lm811t. It is uither en 
upper body, oor a lowv body. It is, Vith the Houae, a co-equal body. I 
stress that point becau.ee popular 1:nterpretat1ou or the Constitution t.1d 
to emphasize the di.fferences betvMn the tvo v1nga of the Ca.p1tol. 1'hueJ 
the Houae is sometimes interpreted aa being th.e more popularly re~.P<>nsive 
body aDd the Seaate as the \WPV aod the .,re deliberative aDd dispassionate 
body. History indicates, I believe, that the Seoate 1s at l.Mat as res,pon-
sive aa the House. And I assure you that the Seaat.e can be at lMst as 
aignifice.nt Ye¥1 it 1s in the avereae u.p of llellber8h1p; ve are undoubtedly 
a little llm"e decrepit. If it is Junior 1n ~ s1gni1'1cant ~, it is 111 
total llllllberahip; there are ti ve in Nr. McCcm.ck 's orsm1zat1on tor each 
one in ours. 
So I repeat, the tvo viop or the Congress are co-equal, except 
in certain Wlique f\mctions which are stipulated 1Jl the Constitution. 
!bAt reaeon ia clear. Tb.e baa~ _'\mctiou, ;f the Congress .!e to consider 
and to pass the legislation which OecQII.CI8 the basic law or the laz¥l. 
Congress baa exerc1Md povere which an quui-judicial aDd powers which 
are quasi-executive, just as the ether brancbee ha.,. exercised quasi-
legislative functions. But, buically, Cosagreas exists to legislate 
aDd the Congress, as w kDoY it, hu oo ultimate validity except in the 
light o: that basic function. lei tber the House n.lou nor the Senate 
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alone can perfora thaC.OJL. » Jfoogreu c1111110t f:Q' 011 one 
wing. Only both the Senate alll ~e HouM, acting together, can perform 
the basic Constitutional function of the Congress. 
We hear lllllCh of the i.lqport.aAce of divided powv in our eyat.a 
of governmlnt. But even though w hear much le•• of it, cooperation ADd 
restraint amous the elfte!lta is of at lMst equal Uu>ortance. 'l'b1s ia-
portance ia atarkly reve&l.ed vhen the interplay bftwe~t the BoWM aDd 
Senate breaks dovn even tem;porarlly as it has doM recent~ betvMn the 
two Appro~ationa Comittees . 
'fhe 1~rtance of cooperatiO".J. aDd reatraint 1• DOt <!cm.f1Ded 
to relatiou between th.e Senate and t~e !lfml.H. It applies equal..l:y in 
the relationships betveen the Bx.ecutift ~raDah alld tbe CoDgress am, 
Pen to the relationahip ot each with the Court. And it e;pplles, too, 
even vithin each body. I aa sure th3t ~ of )'Oil have a.lre.dy had 1t011e: 
irlkliug of ita ilij)ortance aa amoa.g the ~ies aDd offices ot the 
Bxecutive Branch. Within the SeDate, in t!w inner operatioua of the 
Senate, it is of the greateet iq)ortance. You may be •urprised to learn, 
for ex&liijple, that 1by ta:r the ~ater rart of the Senate 1 1!! day to day 
'busiueaa is coDducted by unania)ua con4!Mlt or at leaat vitbout obJection 
of any member. T!lis ia the caee dat.p1te the tact that the Seate ia eGG-
posed of sotM ot: the 'IIK)St higl:lly 1!".!dividuaJ.1st1c men and 'WOlDen in the 
netion--100 Seoetors ot varied personal outlook• Cld predilection, 
·representing ZliD.D.Y shades ot poli tictal opinion and 50 atates of varied 
interests and concerns. This boe:y of great d1 v.rai ty 1110vea u one f'ar 
more otten than oot. 
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The rules o~S~ R~~JLver, that there exists 
the greatest latitude for individual assertion and tMJC1mum safeguards 
for the rights of each individual member to make his assertion. With 
rules so designed, there is a possibility of abuse by any member or group 
of members. Yet, this abuse is so rare an occurrence that it is otvs-
vorthy. It is rare because Members of the Senate, hovever much they may 
disagree on specific issues, recognize that the operations of the body--
indeed, tbe survival of the body aa a vi tal element in our Constitutional 
system--depends, in the last analysis, on a basic cooperation aDd restraint 
within the body. Hov else vould tbe Senate have been able to handle 46.,581 
confirmations of Presideot1al appointments, 7 treaties 8.Dd 570 legislative 
bills which, at the last count, vas the total of COtJU>l.eted vork since this 
session of the 7th Congress convened in Ja~ 
In terms of the problems of leadership 1n the Senate, this 
same element of ccxu>eration and restraint is i'unttamental. There is, as 
you know, a MaJority Leader aDd a Minority Leader, s vell as aasiotants 
to both who are ilmown as the Whips aDd the Secretaries for each party 
organization in the Senate. But do not let the word "leadership ' deceive 
you. The Senate is not an army with the leader givins orders and the rest 
of the troops carrying them out. It is not the Executive Branch whooe 
basic source of power is the President and wbose chief personnel serve 
at his pleasure. Each Senator draV'IJ his Constitutional powers directly 
t'rom the people of his state and is responsible only to those people and 
to his conscience. Each Senator, in effect, is a party member but he is 
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Or look at the record in the light, oJ.one, ot the hiShlY 
significant proposals which the President has advanced since aaBUllling 
office. During the present Congress--both sessions--perhaps in excess 
of 275 proposals of this kind have been sent to the Congress by 1h e 
President. Any one of these represents a maJor undertaking vhich proper~ 
calls for the moat careful 8Dd extenai ve consideration by the Congress. 
Yet, the Senate has actually passed about 6o of these proposals this 
session and, during the last session, enacted 124 of theUl into law. You 
hear mu.ch of the defeat 1n the senate of a Presidential proposal to 
establish an Urban Affairs Department or the rejection of a farm bill in 
the House. But you hear little of the passage of a manpower retraining 
bill or of an aid to higher education bill or an extension of unem,ploy-
ment coaJ,Pensation bill or dozens of other higbly significant measures. 
'Whether or not legislation passes in the senate in response to 
the President • s prograa is a question which goes, not to the operation 
of the Senate or the House as such. Rather it goes to the social, 
economic and political forces continuously at work throughout the nation 
and the manner in vhich these forces are reflected in the representation 
1n the Senate at any given time. In these forces there is much that 
conflicts, much that divides. It is the essence of the legislative 
function to deal vi th these forces 1n terms of the enactmm t of laws 
for the co111110n good. And in the exercise of this function, 1 do vant 
to impress upon you the 1JD.portance of element of cooperation and restraint. 
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Although it ,'t!taa.. taken an inordinate length of time to 
,. i \\ 
complete it, the record,show- that the 87th Congress has disposed 
of a substantial amount of public business. For this work, it will 
be praised or blame~--at least until early November--dependiLg in 
no sruall pert, I should think, on one's political pre~lections. 
~e Congress also failed to get through certain significant items 
of b~siness . And for this, too, it will be praised or blamed, at 
least until early November. 
In the closing days of the 87th Congress, b~ever, two 
major measures were cleared. Praise or blame a.ad po.'!.i tical pre-
dilections, notwithetandi~, these meesuree are of L~nse impor-
t~ce to the nation. 
I refer, first, to the foreign aid appropriation. We may 
deplore this appropriation as a waste of money, as an invitation to 
foreign ingratitude or worse. We may praise it as an act of far -
si8hted humanitarianism or enlightened self-interest. 
However we may regard it, there is no escaping the fact 
that foreign aid is a critical gear in the intricate machinery of 
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First, let me say that in the remarks I will make tonight, 
I will be speaking in my capacity as a Senator of the United States 
and not as the Majority Leader of the U. S . Senate . 
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the nation's foreign relations. It bas continued to turn, more or 
less adequately, for many years and through several administrations 
of both political parties. It is no overstatement to say that if 
the Co1~ress had removed the gear or crippled it by denying an ample 
appropriation it would have risked bringing down the entire structure 
on which the peace and security of the nation has rested for many 
years. Faced with that reality, more than a sufficient n~er of 
Senators and Representatives were inclined to the course of prudence 
with respect to this program. Members of both parties acted to 
sustain the security and peace of the United Stetes. 
This is not to say that misgivings were absent on the part 
of members who voted for foreign aid. Many entertained seri~~s doubts 
about one or more aspects of the aid-program . ~~ I say, in all 
frankness, that I personally share same of these doubts. 
I do not believe, for example, that we can or should accept 
as satisfactory for the indefinite future a course of foreign policy 
which places great reliance on a continued outflow of dollar grants 
to other nations . Nor do I believe that we should accept by force 
of habit a course of sustaining the independe~ce of nations else -
where by maintaining aid-dependent governments in a style to which 
they may have become accustomed. Nor do I believe that the long-
range interests of this nation are served by casting aid for the 
economic development of emergent nations, a problem which has a 
rationale of its own, in the framework of a competitive struggle 
between the United States and the Soviet Union. 
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But the intelligent resolution of these and other doubts 
does not l ie in the sudden smashing of the gear of foreign aid with 
all that that implies to the total machinery of foreign policy and, 
he~ce , to our peace and security. I believe, rather, that we ~st 
look fer the resolution of the doubts in a continuing alertness to 
the changing realities of the :!.nternational si~tion . We Ill"\l.St look 
for it in const~ctive adjustments in the foreign policies by which 
we seek to deal with these realities . And we must look for it, 
finally, in a continuous re -m:·dering of both objective Slld admi::listra-
tion in the aid-program itself, as circumstences elsewhere and at 
ho:ne change. In these ways we cay a'lticipate, with same realism, 
the day when the depe~de~cy of others o~ the more dubi~ and costly 
clements of the aid-mechanism may came to an orderly end . Indeed, 
we msy look forward to the day when the aependency of our own policies 
for pee.ce and security on these same du~ious elements may also cane 
to an orderly enC. . 
For this reason, e.mong others, it seems to me that the 
Preside~t'e new trade policy is the ~ost important ect of the recent 
session of the Congress . This first tlll,)or revisio;} of forei~ trade 
policy si~ce the enactment of the Recipro~al Trade P~ogram a quarter 
of a cen~~ ago places in the hands of the President authority to 
deal effectively with recent changes in the pattcr~s of in'ter!latio~al 
trade . The program has great significance for the continued growth 
or our own domestic economy, for that growth is now iaterwove'-1 with 
an exp~di:..g overeea:J trade. But even greater, perhaps , are the 
possibili·ties which are opened by the new trade program for placing 
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our security and well-being on e. more stable and equitable and, 
hopefully, a less costly basis than that which now prevails. 
In this latter connection, the new trade law bears a 
direct relationsaip to the focus of tonight's discussion. It has 
particular relevance to Europe, to a changing Europe, and to our 
relations with that region . 
I have already referred to the need for a contin~ing 
alertness to the evolving situation abroad. It is essential to 
effective foreign policy that we do not imprison ourselves 1n a 
self-fashioned cage of outworn facts and ritualist ic slog~s. 
Certaialy, we ought not forget the experiences of the past. But, 
equally, we must be alert to the realities of the prese~t and try 
our best to anticipate the needs of the futt'!.I'e. 
This alertness is most essential with respe~t to Europe . 
For Europe bas long been at the core of our f oreign policies, and 
Europe is changing rapidly. It is changing, moreover, in ways which 
are likely to require adjustments in policies on a scale more exten-
sive than any we have kcown in the past decade. 
We cannot yet define the adjastme~ts which may be desirable, 
possible, or, indeed, inevitable in the years ar.ea~. Our policies 
interact with the policies of other nations and the courses which 
they take will surely affect our own. But we will discern the lines 
of adjustment, and we shall have a better chance to formulate effec-
tive adjustments as we deepen our understanding of what is presently 
transpiring in Europe. 
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Those of you who have traveled from time to time on that 
continent may have been struck by the obvious manifestations of cr~ge 
over the years . Indeed, a great change is readily evident i n such 
simple matters as the progressive imDrovement in the dress of ~~e 
people and the worsening of the traffic prOblems in the major 
European cities. It is evidei"t in the copious avail.e.bili ty of food 
and other consumer goods, in the general intensity of c~ercial and 
industrial activity . 
T.'le present look of Western Europe, to one who saw it ten 
or fifteen years ago, is t:.1at of a beaning prospe1· .i ty. Ani, indee.i, 
the economic indica tors sustain tne C.I•!)are:nt . Western Europe is 
prospero'J.s, s.nd it is c'ly-....amic . It is prod.ucing, 1nvest1.ng, tre.ding--
internally aad exteraally- -and consuming at ~r~ced~nted levels . 
There is a general belief the.t this dy:!lamisl!l is ciu.e to the 
Common Market . T.le fact is that much of the econOI::l.ic momentum was 
generated in the European countries on an essentially natiocal but 
cooperative basis, even before the Market arrangements began to go 
i~to effect . We may anticipate, therefore, tr~t there is nr..1ch more 
to come if the Common f.farket continue a ·~o live up to its initial 
proo:.:se az:d, if the cooperative concepts of t."le Mc.r!t~t are exte:.1ded 
OU~ia~d to other ~tions. 
In any event, the a"tlnosphere of Western Europe in 1962 makes 
it difficuJ. t to recall the Europe of 194 5- - the de•tas ta ted Europe, 
st\.:.:tned by long years of privation, by the incredible brt4tality and 
massive destructiveness of the war . It is difficult, even, to recall 
the Europe of 1950 or 1951-- t.l-le Europe struggling to its feet with the 
help 0f tha Narsha.ll Ple.n . 
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Difficult though it may be, it is essential that we recall 
these earlier Europes. For it was in those settings that our basic 
postwar comprehensions of the European situation were formed, compre-
hensions which persist to some extent even today although circumstances 
have changed greatzy. 
We saw Western Europe, then, as hurt almost beyond help, 
threatened by revolutionary upheaval from within and aggression from 
vi thout. We saw Wee tern Europe dependent on this nation for its very 
subsistence, let alone the revival or survival of its freedom. And 
after the Berlin blockade, we saw Europe 1 as a whole 1 split beyond 
any expectation of healing between the monolithic oppressive Stalinist 
system in the East and the reviving tree nations of the West. And 
we saw, in a divided Germany the wedge of a deepening division in a 
nation and a continent. 
Throughout the early postwar years, our policies were reason-
ably attuned to the realities of the European situation. 'lbey were 
policies which could produce more and more vehement slogans of libera-
tion, more and more speeches in the Congress on liberation, but, 
unfortunately 1 not the actt:ali ty of a liberation in Eastern Europe 1 
as we saw vi th striking clo !'i ty at the time of the Hungarian up ria ing. 
But they were policies whic~, with less and lese fanfare, were appro-
priate to the restoration of Western Germany, the recovery ot Western 
Europe and to the protection of 1 te renewed vitality and freedom. 
Western Europe readily accepted our leadership in those 
years. Cynics might note that the Europeans had little choice. But 
I prefer to think that our leadership was accepted in major part because 
it was an understanding , effective and responsible leadership. We 
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pursued policies which Western Europeans recognized as serving their 
interests and policies which served our own interests, by safeguarding 
the security, the peace, the progress--the essential well -being--of the 
people of the United States, at a realistic and bearable cost. 
As I have noted, attitudes tend to persist even a:fter the 
circumstances which give rise to them have changed. National policies 
and administration are subject at least to the same inertia. If we 
wo\lld deal effectively with the Europe of 1962, therefore , we must now 
grasp firmly the fact that we are no longer dealing with the Europe of 
1945 or 1950. In Western Europe, we are no longer dealing--to be blunt--
""i'th the gaunt and shabby econanic dependent, the shocked, tottering 
and willing dependent of the earlier years. On the contrary, Western 
Eux<JI'e 1 today, is on its feet and bas been for several years . More, 
it is run11ing . 
Indeed there are certain aspects of the change which bas 
taken place which border on the ironic. European currencies, for 
example, were once in little demand in the international financial 
r.ua.rkets. Sane of these currencies ere now in relatively greater 
demaud than our own. Not so long ago we legis lateG. inducements to 
encourage American enterprise to invest in \-/estern Eta·ope and fo-und 
very few takers. Now we are concerned and properly so by the great out-
flot,• of American capital to that region, and. we are seeki::::1g to stimu.late 
Western European investment in this country as a partial counterbalance . 
~~e we were badgered for loans by Western Europeans. In recent years 
we c.o.·;e been seeking a speedup in repayment of various obligations and 
whaJ.; is more, the Europeans have been repaying i n advance. Once we 
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placed abroad, as far as possible, orders for arms ann ~~itions and 
other materiel for NA'ro . Now, we are pressing the European allies to 
make their military purchases in the United States as a means of obtain-
ing foTeign exchange to off-set the dollar-outflow involved in keeping 
our military forces in Europe . 
I do not cite these examples in dismay or alarm. The recovery 
and prosperity of \vee tern Europe were the ends which we sought because 
our ::..tatione.l interests are interwoven with these ends . Mo:::-eover , the 
international financial position of the United States is one of great 
reserves and in the past year this position has apparently strengthened. 
I cite t~e unusual and ironic t~nabouts, rather to indicate the extent 
to wroich economic ciTcumstances have ~hanged in Western E~~ope . 
The transition has not been s~dden. And as it bas taken place, 
our policies--sooner or later --have gener&lly adJusted to ·~he changes . 
Same of the examples which I have just cited are representative of 
specific adjustments . But in more general terms, we might note that 
t~~ policies of postwar relief to a stricken Europe, the poetwar loans, 
th~ ?IJ.2rsball Plan, have l<•ng si!lce passed into bistoTy . Wi tb the excep -
tion of Spain, no economic aid of any ki:1d has beer <;rlended to Western 
~~ope for several years . 
From one -sided economic aid, i~ short, we have progressed to 
a vastly expanded two-way trade--reg-J.lar connnercial tTade . This trade 
has flourished, and it now encompasses one -third of our total t rade, 
$5.3 billion i n exports to Western Europe , and $4 .7 billion in impor ts 
from Western Europe in 1961. Compare t hese figures with a pre-war trade 
which, in 1938 stood at $1. 2 billion in exports and $474 mill ion in 
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imports . Apart from i te other virtues, the Marshall Plan was a. key 
factor in bringing about this immensely and mutually advantageous 
growth in trade. 
It is doubtful., however, that we can coast indefinitely in 
this satisfactory situation even if we so desired. It is not likely 
that we shall be able to avoid d.ifficul ties in the period ahead in 
our relations with Western Europe. The basic question which is loom-
ing is whether a. surge forward in Western cooperation, notably in 
trade, is now possible, indeed, necessary. 
The major decisions in this connection cannot long be avoided. 
Indeed, Western Europe is moving towards them largely on a self-generated 
manentum. The Inner Six countries--Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, 
Netherlands and Luxembourg--are impelled by the high initial effective-
ness of the Cammon Market into a speedup in the removal of economic 
impediments as among themselves. As a group, moreover, they are at a. 
point at which there will be a significant step forward in the freeing 
of trade with nations outside the Market or the heightening of restric-
tions on that trade. Moreover, the very success of the Con:mon Market 
appears to be serving as a .:: timuJ.us to integrated and quasi-independent 
European action on other mH : ' .!'S, particularly on the part of the core 
nations of Western Germany a.. :.'! France . And the resolution of the 
Algerian question is likely to increase this stimulus. 
Britain and other Western European nations linked in the Free 
Trade Area commonly called the Outer Seven, are also carried toward 
major decisions largely by the significance of the Commo~ Market to 
their trade. They are drawn by both the great promise and the uncertain 
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prospects with which the Market confronts them. And finally, we are 
impelled towards major decisions not only by considerations of trade 
but because of the key position which all of Western Europe--and a 
changi~g Europe--occupies in the structure of policy upon which our 
peace and security depends . 
We find ourselves, in short, in a period of major transi-
tion in Western Europe during which many questions, economic and more 
then econarlc, are appeari~g and demanding answers . We do not yet 
know all the questions, let alone the answers. For it does not rest 
with us alone to pose the one or to compose the other. 
It is in this context that the action of the Congress in 
enacting into law the President's new trade program assumes great 
importance to the nation. In a most responsible and non-partisan 
achievement and by overwhelming vote the Congress has equipped the 
President to deal with the several possibilities which are emerging, 
all of which have great significance for the nation's security, peace 
and well-being . 
It is easy enough to Visualize these possibilities in an 
optimistic light. One might look ahead, for example, to the entry of 
the United Kingdom and other European nations into the Common Market 
or, in other ways, the devising of satisfactory trade arrangements 
between the Inner Six and Outer Seven of Europe so that they will not 
find themselves at sixes and sevens. One might look ahead, too, to 
the immense possibilities of trade-growth between this nation and all 
of Western Europe, through the reciprocal removal of trade barriers, 
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in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Developreent, under the 
Ge:1eral Agreement for Tariff's and Trade &.:ld in other ways • 
Indeed these optimistic possibilities are now open . But in 
all realism we must recognize that they are not the only possibilities . 
In this co~ection, I would point to the difficulties which have arisen 
in the cou=se of British negotiation for membership in the Common Market. 
It is ~derstandable that there should be difficulties and cautions on 
beth a~des in these negotiations. But the heaitancies should not be 
dismissed by the glib aaeertio~ that it is ja8t a matter of Britai~ 
"wanting the cake e.nd eati:lg it toe." There is more invo1·1ed- -much more. 
And much of what is involved is concerned with the Con:monwealth. 
We will do well to re::ember that the Camnonwealth, whatever its short-
comi~gs, remains a significcnt factor for restraint and order and the 
evolution of freedom in a world which is never far from chaos and filled 
with tyranny. It is to be hoped, therefore, that arrangements will be 
~vised which permit reconciliation of new British ties with Western 
E~·ope with the maintenance of the Commonwealth. For such a reconcilia-
tion may well decide whether present trends in Western Europe will turn 
inward or outward, t~~ards seclusion or inclusio:l, in the direction of 
f=a~ntation or toward moreeffective cooperation among all the free 
Dations in meeting the worldwide problems of freedom. 
If the coming tr~sition in Western Europe will require adjust-
ments in our economic policies it is not unlikely that it will require 
adJustme~ts in political and defense policies. A8ain, it is possible 
to view the possibilities in a most optimistic light. We might assume, 
for example, that the great economic progress of Western Europe might 
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produce a steady closing of political as well as economic ranks and the 
development of more effective common approaches towards Eastern Europe 
and the SoViet Union, and towards all the issues involved in a common 
advance of freedom throughout the world. One might also assume the con-
tinuation and deepening of military coopcmtion under NATO, with the Eu-
ropeans bearing an increased share of its costs in manpower and materiel, 
camnensura.te 'd th tr.e improvement in their economic situation. 
Yet, we would not see the present sit~ation ftuly if we did 
not also note certain tendencies which suggest alternative possibilities. 
We must note, for example, taat Western policies with regarc to China 
and other parts of the Far East are by no means parallel policies, let 
alone common policies, and the gap which has existed for years shows no 
sign of closing . That may be understandable inasmuch as the Far East 
has becane increasingly remote from the concern of Western Europe even 
as it has c~e closer to O\trs. But near at hand, we cannot ignore the 
fact that the profitable trade and 6hii·Ping enticements which have existed 
since the breakdown i:a our rela ti O:.lShips with Cuba. have proved too much 
for some NATO members to resist. Again, I suppose one might rationalize 
this situation by noting that many of the NATO members are mari ti.I:le 
nations and, as such, have traditional reluctances or legal restraints 
against introducing impediments to commerce on the seas, and further, 
that Cuba is somewhat remote fran their immediate interests. 
But even more directly, in the North Atlantic relationship 
itself, a relationship in which, presumably, the security and other 
interests of the European members are at least equally and probably 
more at steke, we cannot fail to notice certain anomalous tendencies. 
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There are obvious differences over nuclear strategy which far from 
being resolved, appear to be deepening. Further, it is years since 
NATO established a force goal of thirty divisions in Western Europe . 
At the present time, however, there are only twenty-three divisions 
in the region, and so far as I am aware, the only increments to its 
stre~gth in the past half-decade have come from the United States 
~d West Germany which now supplies half of the European contingent . 
This is the case despite the fact that economic growth throughout 
Wester~ Europe would appear to equip the nations of that region to 
increase their expenditures for the common defense and permit us to 
reiu.ce cr-u-s . 
In this instance, we are confronted with an aimost inescap-
able conclusion that the Western European allies are either most 
lackadaisical about their security or they see the military threat 
to the North Atlantic region or at least to Western &~ope in a far 
different perspective than do we. 
This conclusion, moreover, is reinforced by another anomaly 
in the current situation. I allude to it by pointing out that much of 
the discussion of foreign policy in the last Congress, as in its pre -
decessors, revealed a continued deep ideological hostility and secu=ity 
concern with respect to any and all relations with Eastern Europe . The 
Congressional concern included Yugoslavia and Poland despite the fact 
the Presidents of bota parties thro~hout the years have urged a same -
vraat d-ifferent approach at 1e ast to these two Eastern European nations . 
With this exception and despite occasional short-lived efforts 
to improve the tone of United States-Soviet relations--as for example 
during the Geneva Confere::1ce of 1955 a::1d when the 11Spir1t of Camp Da.vid11 
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prevailed--our relations with Eastern Ecrope have, i:l fact, been extremely 
limited, involving minimal diplomatic anC.. cultural contact and small-scale--
in some instances--trivial trade . The closed-door situation in the East 
European Communist countries, of course, has been a factor in this si tua-
tion. At the time the Marshall Plan was proposed, for exa.rrrple, the 
~ster~ ~~opean governments uuder Stalin's dictation isolated themselves 
almost completely from contact with the West. But it is also true that 
we tm?osed, as a matter of policy, our own qu3si-qua~antine on relations 
with t:'lE.t regio:1 and have reta1:1ed 1 t thl"ough the years. The p:-incipal 
moti vee, appare.:ltly, have been a belief that any other c<r.J.rse would 
adversely effect the security of the West aud the hope that quasi-
quarantine would cont!"ibate to a libere.tion of the Eastern Eu..:opean 
people from oppressive c~~iat goveramento . 
In any eveat, mrr _J>olicies with respect to E:LStern Europe 
have involved stringent trade controls for many years. These controls 
heve acted to keep <ru~ camn~rce w1 th all of the Ee.stern European 
co~tries at a very lov lev~l . Exclusive of trade with Poland and 
Yugos le.via, it has amounted to U!.lder tnco !lli llio:l a year . Aud the 
gree.t bulk of tbe $100 millicr, co~sists of t:oad.e wi+..!1 the Soviet Union. 
By ccntras~, O'.li' commerce with Yugosle:ria and Poland .. ;:.ntoldiii.g ULder a 
somewhet cased policy, came to over $300 ~illion in ~96J . 
It wo-uld reesoneble to assume that a parallel policy towards 
Eastern Europe would pre·;eil a:nong <r.1r NATO allies. They are closer 
to tha a~ce of danger, sharing the control of the conti:1ent with the 
Communtst govert!ments . Their stake in the sacuri ty of the West and the 
liberatior- of Eastern Europe would appear at least equal to our own. 
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But we look in vain, if we look for parallel policies. With the Soviet 
Union alone, for ex.ample, the trade of the NATO nations of Europe 
amounted to over $1. 5 billion in 1Q61. And the trade of our NATO allies 
w1 th Eastern European countries, exclusive of the Soviet Union, in the 
same year came to a total of over $? billion . 
Indeed, in the case ot West Germagy, trade with East Germany 
has been about $500 _nillion a year for the past five years. West German 
trade with the Soviet Union alone amounted to ~~00 mil tion in 19§1, equal 
to our total trade with all of Eastern Europe, including Y~&goslavia and 
Poland. 
Moreover, tee trade !i~PG are a bare-bones indicator of the 
extent of increasing contact bet· ... een West and East Europe. Add to it, 
a growing intra-European tourism. Add to it, the spread of conmercial 
aviation networks until they embrace both parts of Europe and include 
principal Europeau cerri~rs. Add to it the direct rail service now 
available betwee.1 ~-ioscow a:Jd RC!te 1 ~e.ris and Lo:,do::l. Add to it new 
credit agreeme~ts and sea-goi;s shippicg arrajg~ents which facilitate 
the flow of trade between the two parts of Europe. 
What begins to er.erge fran these and other indicators is a 
far different portrait of tl:o all-European situation than that which 
prevailed a decade or more ago, the period in which our general cam-
prehensions were formed and our basic political and defensive policies 
established. The contemporary portrait hardly suggests a Western Europe 
cowering with fear before the threat of imminent Soviet invasion, or 
subversion fran Eastern Europe. It hardly suggests a Britain, Germany, 
France, or Itaq which hold that the way to induce change in Eastern 
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Et:.rope is to isolate it . It hardly suggests Western Europe standing 
firm or even st~oding sti ll , insofar as contact with Eastern Europe 
is concerned. 
On the contrary, the current situation appears to be that 
of a E'.lrcye which wlrle.e 1 t may be separated on ideological lines is 
findi~~, thro~gb an extensive commerce and other contacts, a tolerable 
way to li-;e with the division . T"nis is a fe.r different Europe than 
th~t w~ich exis7~d at tbe time our ~resent policies of que.si -quarentine 
of Eastern Europe were devised . It is a far different Europe than that 
whicc is s~ested by the situation in Berlin in which the enited States 
ana t~e Soviet Union confront each other in a continu~~s s~te of incip~-
ent cn!lflict . 
It is a Europe, in short, which appears to ha·re changed 
markedly in a decade, except a·::. Berlin . So n::uch has it chnnged that 
it suggests the desirability of a critical examination of both our com-
prehensions of the situation and the ~olicies which are derived from 
them to determine whether both may have fallen somewhat behind the times . 
We will not serve our own interests if we cloak the realities of the 
present situation in the fac"tl3and sloga:1s of the p£-.st. Policies per-
sisted in long after circumstances alter risk irrelevancy or worse . 
Certainly, we ought never to approach changes in foreign 
policy l ightly . Neither ought we to fear them. We must always be 
prepared to seek them if, in the light of altered situations , changes 
me.y be i::1dicated in terms of our own security, peace and well-being . 
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In the end, it is the President who has the awesome responsi -
bility of decision in these matters . But I have long believed that any 
Presi~ent gains from tho~~tful public consideration of foreign policy. 
Nor is such consideration impossible in this country until after 
November, as Mr. Khrushchev appears to think. The questions involved 
i~ our relations with the rest of the world are not politicali they are 
national. The people of tl':.is nation have long since shown a capacity 
to s~parate the two and, in time, to deal with those in public life who 
fail to separate them . It is with contin~ed confidence in that capacity, 
therefore, teat I suggest to y~~ som~ aspects of toe European sit~tion 
and our policies, which are in need o! thorough and dispassionate public 
exa'llination. 
1. It doos net seem to me 'ID!"eas ~.malbe, for. example, to anti-
cipate thst the impact cf the economic transition in Wes~rn Europe is 
bo;.~.nd to be felt, not only in econorJic matters, but throughout the 
structure of Western cooperation . It seems to me 1 further, tha~ our 
ovce pr~nonderant position of re8ponsibility ~~st evolve into a greater 
sr~r~~s of responsibility i~ li~e wita the diminishing ~iffe~ences 
bet-.veen the basic capaciti~s of the E",,rQ&'eens aJ:1C. 0~'-'selves as the 
effect of Worl~ War II o~ Europe rec-ec.e.s i~to history . ~.ere is no 
failure of leadership in adjustment t> this reality. Rather 1 it is an 
essential of leadership. It would, indeed, be a failure if we were to 
cling to an excessive responsibility in Western affairs on a mistaken 
assumption that nothing has ch~ged ~d the need for us is little dif-
ferent than it ever was a~d that special sacrifices on our part must 
continue. In that presumptive course lies not only unnecessary tension 
but unnec.assary cost an<l unn.c:::essary risk for the sect:.ri ty of om· own 
people. 
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More suitable to the present, it seems to me, is the course 
of a less ritualistic p~suit and, at the same time, a more realistic 
pursuit of interdependence among the Western nations on the basis of 
a more proximate equality of benefit and sacrifice in our relations. 
We may begin to find such a course through the new trade program and 
a great expansion of trade, not only vi th the Common Market but vi th 
all the Western European nations. Certainly, that is precisely what 
the policy is designed to permit, and I have no doubt that the Presi-
dent will pursue it vi th vigor. But we need to be prepared for some 
very bard and difficult bargaining in the days ahead. We must be pre-
pared to look to our national needs with the same frank concern as do 
others. Unless we are so prepared we may well find ourselves continu-
ing to carry more of the burdens of interdependence while enjoying 
less of its benefits. We 'Will do well, too, to me.ke certain that the 
trade interests of Latin America, Japan and other nations vi th whan 
close and fortuitous relations are enjoyed, are not shunted aside in 
the effort to strengthen the ties across the Atlantic . 
2. If the beginnings of the adjustments of our course are 
to be found in the new trade program, they are not likely to end with 
that program. For, I do not think that we can discount for much longer 
the existence of Western European concepts of security needs which 
differ considerably from our own. Nor can we ignore the continued 
reluctance of Western Eurgpean governments to increase their sacrifices 
for the common defense in the patterns which were determined some years 
ago. 
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May I say the Europeans have an equal rir~t to their views 
as to what may presentty be necessary to_ their defense, to the common 
NA~~ defense, and every consideration should be give~ to their views . 
But equal1y, we have a right and a responsibility to examine the extent 
of our co~itment to the common defense, particularly in view of the 
f~il~e to reach the NATO force goals,in view of the consiste~t balance 
of pa~ents deficits which we have experienced for several years, in 
view of the expanded European capacity to b~a: a lerger share of the 
coromc~ coats if they were so inclined, and ir- view of tr.e enormous 
burden of assi6tance which we h~ve carried and are carrJi;g, larg~lv 
alo~e, with respect to other areas of the world. It would appear to 
me that, at the leaat, the t~me is al=eady past due when the r~rna~ning 
rnili tary aici.-programs to WeEttern E":.lrope sho,l.ld. :!ollow t~e economic aid 
programs i>lto history. Nor is it unreasonable to consider ~ction 
in our expe~sive ground-force c~itm~nt to ~~gpe --~oth in manpower 
and in dollars --if a red-;.ction might be negotiated for a reciprocal 
uit~dra¥o-al of Soviet forces from Ea.sten Europe . .'\ny such reduction 
is, of course, inseparable from a satiGfactory and enduring resolution 
of t'11e Berlin question. Othe::-r,'"lse 1 we. .,.,o,.lld be in the impossible si tua-
tion of redu~ing forces in Europe cne C..a:y onJ,v to have to increase them 
the next . 
3. Prospects for any such course are also partially dependent 
on the situation i~ Fastarn Etrrope . And it is difficult to speak of the 
present situation in that region with any precision. Our public sources 
of information are somewhat limited, to say the leas~ . Nevertheless 
policies which still derive from an interpretation of that region as 
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the Soviet monolith which it was in Stalin's day seem to me to be open 
to question . Cer tain1y , Eastern E-llrope r eJ'Ilains an area of preponderant 
Soviet influence. Certainly, Commuuist n9.t.:1.ons of the region are linked 
in the Warsaw Pact . But it is hardly accuratP. to see the Soviet rela-
tionship with Fialend and with Poland in the same perspectivej ~or is 
it valid to equat e __ the Soviet relationohip with East Germany and with 
Yugoslavia, nor ..  ~e So•riet relationship with Poland and with Bul.garia, 
Rumania or Albanie . Indeed, tte latter country has ac~ual.ly severed 
diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union and sent its mi litary mission 
packing! 
What mean~ng, if ary , t~~se a3d otaer differences in Eastern 
Europe may have t o t.'h.e peace and wel.fe.::e of the United States is an 
gpen quest ion . But nothing is gai ned oy clcsing our eyes to the fact 
that differences do exist or by regarding as sacrosanct policies which 
d.eri ve from earlier ass;naptions wi th regard to the region from the Baltic 
to the Black Sea. 
On that basis alone, tha policies -hich we have pursued more 
or less consistently with all of Eas tern Europe except Finland and to 
a lesser extent with Yugoslavia and Poland for a decade and a half clear ly 
require careful scrutiny . \fnen we consider, further 1 that NAro trade 
with Eastern Europe has risen to a level of $3 . 5 billion and other East-
West European relationships have greatly expanded, whil e we have continued 
to maintain a quasi-quarantine , the need for thoughtful review becomes 
even mor e evident . 
I would reiterate that prospects for an orderly improvement 
of our pol icies with respect to Europe or, at least, a safe reduction 
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in their burdens on the public , are likely to prove remote so long as 
there is a continuance of the present tension in Berlin. 
It is the policy and, by this time , it should be clear to 
all that it is the policy of the United States neither to be provoked 
into unnecessary war nor to surrender Allied rights in Berlin to force. 
Whatever is necessary to assert that policy will be done . But let there 
be no mistake as to the cost of that situation to this nation. The 
increase of several billions in the defense budget in the last tvo years 
was closel.y related to it . The call-up of National Guardsmen and 
Reserve cOOipo::Jents lc.s't year was directl.y related to it. 'Ibe grant of 
standby authority to the President to do the same this year is related 
to it. 
I would point out, further, that the rights which we are seek-
ing to safeguard in Berlin are Allied rights even though the principal 
responsibility and cost for upholding them bas been borne by this nation 
since 1948. It seems to me that, in the light of the altered situation 
in Europe, we may prcroer1y inquire wnether the Berlin situation t<?dey 
is not at least as much a responsibility of the Germans and the Europeans 
as it is of the United States . We may proper1y inquire, whether or not 
in view of the catastrophi~ -~licatious which this situation contains, 
it has not became, to some extent, a worldwide responsibility to share . 
It would apPear to me that we have every right to insist that 
those whose interests are at least as directly involved as ours bear 
more equitably the risks and costs which are involved. At the least, 
it would appear to me that they join in an effort to find a rational 
alternative to this dangerous and costl.y situation, by such honorabl e 
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or through conferences on Germany at which the European nations Who may 
be prepared to contribute , as well as Germans , mig}lt be present. Indeed, 
it is not at all inappropriate that both the United States and the Soviet 
Union move further back in such negotiations while the Europeans them-
selves make a gre9te~ effort to find answers to the problems posed at 
Berlin by a di viC.-::d Germany . 
In any event, I do not believe that we should be dissuaded 
f ran seeking more rs.t. ~.ona1 answers t o the Berlin dilemna and related 
questions by the r a ioed eyebrows or the relatively cost -free reticences 
of others, eo long as we continue to bear the preponderant burden of cost 
and responsibili~ . 
To stand firm while circumstances move on is not to stand 
firm at all. It i s t o recede i:lto i rrelevance and a frustrating 
±mPotence fran which the onhv escape may indeed be an ignaminous retreat 
or a war of mut ual anihilation. The President deserves to be sustained 
at home and by allies abroad as he e~ages in an unremitting search for 
a better a.!lswer t o the dilenma. And the hour is indeed already very 
late in Berlin. 
I have discussed t~ese matters with you, t onight, notwith-
standing the fact that the wijlds of October have already begun to kindle 
the political fires of November. I have felt free to do so because 
these questions of a changing Europe and our foreign policies will be 
w1 th us all regardless of the outcome of the election. 
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With the Preside!lt remains the awesome responsibility of 
decision. He will have to make the decisions --decisions on which 
hinge the seourity, the peace and the well-being of generatio!ls. 
In al l frankness, the decisions which are reached with regard to 
for eign policy are not likely to differ significantly whatever the 
political composition of the next Congress. In these national 
matters , I am co~fi~~ct that Preside~t Kennedy will continue to 
have the support of tne preponderance of the membership of Congress, 
as did his predecessor . And I am con.fide~t, too, that ~e will have 
the preponderant sur>port of the people of the United States. 
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no mistake about it--Democrats and Republicans do not sec the needs of 
the people of this nation through the same glasses . More Democrats in 
Congress will mean one thing in terms of the people ' s needs . Fever 
Democrats, just as certainly, will mean another . What applies in Congress 
is also true on State and local levels . 
As a Democrat, it is easy for me to urge voters to elect Demo-
crats down the line . But I J.ike to believe, and I do believe that 
Democrats are moved by something more than passion for their party. I 
like to believe, and I do believe that the Kennedy Administration, a 
Democratic Congress and the Democratic Party have something more to offer 
the people of the United States than a label . 
We ore Democrats because we have the will to try to see the 
world and the nation o.s it is . We arc Democrats because we have the 
vision of a nation grmnng steadily in the strength, in the unity, i n 
the equality and in the vigor of all its people in the years and decades 
to come. We are Democrats because we would not turn back the clock even 
if we could. 
I recognize that it is not only Democrats who can be described 
in these terms . There a1·e others . But I do say that there is a signifi-
cant difference between a Republican Administration and a Democratic 
Administration in Washington . 1 do say that there is a. dif'ference in a 
Republican-controlled and a Democratic-controlled Congress and the number 
of votes in the majority counts . I saw measures- -like hospital care for 
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CAMPAIGN, 1962 
Statement by Senator Mike Mansfield (D . , Montana) 
In a few days, the people of this state will be voting in the 
mid-term Congressional elections . They will be voting :for state and 
local officials and for Congressmen. But let there be no doubt, tnese 
elections are also going to test public sentiment, not only in Montana 
but throughout the nation, on the Kennedy Administration. They ore 
going to determine for the next two yenrs, for the next six years whether 
this nation will move forward, stand still or slide backwards . 
There are many questions at issue in this election. There is 
one question which has no pl.o.ce in t·1is election. That is Cuba . Republi-
cans, no less than Democl·ats, no less than independents have a vital stake 
in the outcome of that situation, a life or death stake . The President is 
the President of alJ. oi' us--Democrats, Republicans and independents . He 
is not a political leader in that situation; he is the national leader . 
There is no political profit or loss :for anyone as fa.r as Cuba 
is concerned. And there is no legitimate pl.o.ce for politics in it. 
There is only legitimate room for sober thougnt, resb·ained words and 
unity behind the President. Any other course would be an irresponsible 
gamble with the lives of just about every man, wom:m and child in the 
nation. That is not an exaggeration . It is a stark reality of life in 
the ,.,orld of our times . Let no one make light of it. 
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older citizens--go by the board for want of a couple of votes in the 
Senate during the last Congress . And I saw Republicans gloat over this 
failure . The same is true--even more so--for tne House of Representatives . 
Any honest examination of the record of the eignt years of the 
previous Administration and the two years of this Administration will re-
veal the difference between a strong Democratic representation in Congress 
and a Republican dominated government, as we had during the previous 
Republican Administration. I do say that the principal difference lies 
in seeing today as it is and to:oorrow as it is likely to be, of looking 
ahead rather than behind, of discerning what we have gained instead of 
bewailing what we have not really lost. I do say that on a whole range 
of domestic questions the Kennedy Administration, with substantial Con-
gressional support, has begun to move the nation off dead center . I do 
say that there has been a redoubled effort to strengthen our security. 
I do say we have made a beginning on meeting the accumulated social and 
economic needs of the people o"f the United States. For years , these needs--
these public needs--had been neglected, ignored, hidden behind soap-opera 
smiles . 
We are beginning to 1'ace them now . We will continue to face 
them, and we will act on them. The return to reality has begun. It is 
only a modest beginning which has been made but it is a genuine beginning. 
And if the people of this nation will it, there will be more to come, much 
more , in the next two--the next six yearo of lead.Cl·ship under John F . 
Kennedy. As citizens, even more than as Democrats, we have a responsibility 
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to invite all Americans, of whatever inclination to vote their confidence 
in this advunce and to accelerate it in the November election. 
You should know, the people of this state and of the nation 
should know, some of the facts about the advance under President Kennedy 
and how it contrasts with wnat went before . Let 1 s start with unemployment . 
Nation-wide there are still oeveral millions of Americans out of work . 
That has been the nituation--u little better, a ~ittle worse--for mo.ny 
years . It happens to be a little better now, but in present circumstances, 
there is still inadequate assurance that it will not get worse again. 
Now, Republicans, no less than Democrats, know that it is not 
good for a man to be out of work and w1 thout resources . It is not good 
for the man, his family or the nation . \ihcre, then, is the difference? 
The difference is that this Administration believes that there is a public 
responsibility to act in that kind of a situation . It accepts that respon-
sibility. Tne difference is that this Administration recognizes that no 
man will ever be re~ secure in his o;.-n work unless ~ men and women 
who are able and willing to work can find work . The difference is that 
this Administration does not hide its concern behind glowing statistics 
of progress which have no meaning for the man without a job or the man 
whose job doesn 1 t pay enough for a minimum live~ihood, or the man about 
to lose his job in the very process of progress . Tais Administration docs 
not take refuge in the hope that vague, so-called natural economic forces 
will act to overcome these di~ficulties . It asks: what becomes of the 
man in the meantime1 A question like that can only be answered by action . 
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This Administration and a Democratic Congress have acted . We have acted 
to extend unemployment compensation insurance . rTe have provided aid to 
the dependents of the unemployed . We have increased minimum wages . 
Yet, this Administration also recognizes that these measures--
the measures which so far have been adopted--are largely in the nature of 
a stop-gap . These measures relieve some of the adverse effects of un-
employment, but they do not get at the heart of this demoralizing problem. 
And it is at the heart of the problem of unemployment vhich we are aic.ing. 
Democrats aspire to an America of challenge, of vigor, of growth . In that 
kind of America there will be oore than enough work to go around . In that 
kind of America, men and women of all ages who want to work will never know 
the fear or the actuality of being out of work througn no fauJ.t of their 
own . We have a long wo.y to go. This problem is not going to be met over-
night, in a month, in a year . But I can assure you of one thing: I know 
that the President, a Democratic Congress and the Democratic Party are not 
going to rest content until. it is met . 
A beginning has been made on this long-term problem with respect 
to the depressed areas . These are the festering sores on the economic 
face of the nation . Ue are beginning to see action on these focal points 
of stagnation, after years of neglect. And we will see more action. 
We will see action, too, stemming from the Manpowe1· Training 
Act . If the Democratic leadership of the nation is determined not to 
leave areas in permanent depression, we most certainly are not going to 
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leave men and women to vegetate in the backwash of rapidly changing 
patterns of industry, and in the increasing bypass of the unskilled 
or surplus skilled by the spread of automation . This Administration 
has begun to probe in depth, for the first time, the full implications 
of that word auto:nation. The President has labeled it the foremost 
domestic challenge of our times and set the best brains he can find 
to work on it . 
Automation is a challenge which is as full of promise in the 
long run as it is ominous in the short run . As Deoocrats, ve are deter-
mined that the benefits of this great advance--and it is a great advance--
will be spread throughout the popul.ation and not just to a few . We arc 
determined that the sacrifices, the human price of this ud.vance, and, 
there is a heavy human price--will be borne by all and not just by the 
man or woman who labors or who runs a small business for a livelihood. 
There are other fields in which this Ad.I:linistration is trying 
and will continue to try to move the nation forward . In housing, ve have 
acted, and we will continue to act to the end that decent shelter in city, 
town and country will be vi thin the reach of all. 
In the extension and improvement of the highways and airwuys 
a Democratic Administration and Congress have acted and will continue to 
act to meet toduy's urgencies and to anticipate the needs of tomorrow. 
In controlling the careless profiteering in drug manufacture and distri-
bution we have acted and will continue to act to the end that thalidomide 
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tragedies will not be repeated. In developing the great natural resources 
of this country 1 in improving the supplies of water through pollution con-
trol, in power production, in setting aside large areas of our natural 
heritage of forest, river and coast for the recreation of the people, we 
have begun to act to meet the needs of today and tomorrow and v1ll continue 
to act. 
In connection w1 th the West alone, here is what has been done 
in the last two years in some of these fields: 
[insert as needed items :f'roaa the two memos attached-;] 
In encouragi.Da -.u bua1Deaa ADd balp1Ds to 11p'ove ita COIIIpe-
titive poaitioa ve bave acted aa4 v1ll coll'tillue to act 'becau8e w belien 
-.1l. buaiaeaa 1a the l.eavell vbich lDiepa the ecoDCIIQ' ot tbe •tioa tler!bla 
&Dd creative. 
Iuotar u biS buaia.eaa aa4 bia labor &l'e coacerM41 the act:lou 
ot both bave protOUDd ettect on the or4erq poovth of the aaidoll'a ~· 
This A"w1n1atration bas DO quarrel vith either. liar v1ll tbere be uq 
quarre1, eo J.oDs u both tulfill. tbeiz' rupoasib111tiea1 DOt~ to atoak-
holdera or • ~ .... but, mat~~ to the •tion u a wbola. Par it 
bad better be cl.ear once ADd tor all. tbat tbe Pna14ant iuiata tbat DO 
&efP181lt of th1• aation 18 sreater tbaD. the wbole--areater tball tbe ~ 
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the President ' s program today are the same as those which were advanced 
in the thirties against social security and by much the same people and 
by the same grand old party . 
Yet, who would change social security now? Who would stop the 
flow of those hard-earned monthly retirement checks? Who would want to 
force millions of older citizens to go back to the good old days before 
Social Security? I can tell you that this Administration has no intention 
of going back to those days . This Administration is dete~ined to move 
further away from them . It is detennined to extend social security retire-
ment insurance to cover hospitalization and related care to all older 
Americans . You know, and I know and the people of this nation know that 
the present social security system works and has worked well for almost a 
quarter of a century. A system of hospitalization for older people. built, 
essentially, around the same social security approach can work just as well . 
That is what the President wants and that is what a strong Democratic 
Congress will try to deliver . 
These, then, are some of the facts that the voters of this state 
and the nation are entitled to have . These are the domestic issues --the 
common sense issues--which we have begun toftce as a nation . This is what 
peace is all about . As Democrats we seek peace, not to vegetate or to 
stagnate but to make the blessings of peace, the fruits of peace available 
to all Americans. That is what this campaign is all about. Republicans 
in general stand on one side of these basic human issues --the slow side, 
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the stalled side, the slip -back side . Democrats in general stand on the 
other . Without more Democrats in Congress --Democrats who believe in the 
kind of America the President believes in, the kind of America we believe 
in--a warm, vigorous, enlightened and dynamic America--we are not going 
to meet these issues . 
And if we fail to meet these issues-- these domestic, human 
issues--in a way which strengthens and unifies the nation, we will pay a 
heavy price at home in the years ahead . We will pay it, too, in the impact 
of this failure on the nation ' s place in the world, in foreing policy, 
regardless of the outcome of the present crisis in Cuba . 
May I say that this Administration is not building from scratch 
in foreign policy . It is building on what has gone before because foreign 
policy does not stop when one administration ends and another begins . An 
administration inherits, in foreign policy, all the mistakes as well as all 
the achievements of the administrations which have preceded it, on Cuba as 
well as any other situation . Even if it is desirable) it is not easy to 
shift gears in foreign policy . It is not simple to bring about changes . 
It is not cheap . 
\~en you worry about federal taxes --as you should--remember that 
well over half of the total budget goes for defense and related purposes . 
And when you worry about the growth of the federal government--as you should--
remember that two out of every three of the almost four million federal 
employees are in the armed services or are civilians working for and with 
the armed services . 
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There is really only one way in wmch this costly federal ex-
penditure or resources and energy can be signif'icantzy reduced. .And that 
is by the creation of a more stable world situation, a more secure peace . 
That is what the President is working day and night to achieve . .And I can 
assure you that if any man can lead in the modification of the present 
situation, if any man has the wit and wisdom to lead towards stability and 
peace, it is the President of the United States, John F. Kennedy . He will 
need the support of an understanding Congress . He will need the patience 
and trust of all the American people, and if' I know the people of this 
nation, he is going to get it . 
A key element in this effort is a great enlargement in our 
international trade--in order that the resources of farm,mine and factory 
which we have in such abundance can be sold abroad in return for what we 
can use from abroad. The new trade law gives the President the power to 
act to this end. This law and this Administration will see to it, moreover, 
that a few people, a few industries are not going to bear the brunt of the 
adverse effects of this change which will be of benefit to the entire nation . 
This Administration will proceed carefully and with understanding and with 
special consideration for those who might experience temporary difficulties . 
The new law protects these people and industries . It also gives both industry 
and labor extensive help in adjusting to changes . But we have all got to 
face the fact that we can ' t sell more abroad if we a1~not ready to buy more 
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THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCENE 
MAIN FILE COPY 
DO NOT REMOVE. 
Address by Senator Mike Mansfield (D., Montana) 
College of Great Falls, Great Falls, Montana 
Monday, October 29, 1962, 8:15 P. M. 
We are in the midst of the political campaign of 1962. Yet, it 
is not my intention to discuss this campaign, except incidentally. For, I 
am not here, tonight, as a Democrat which I am. Nor do I speak to you as 
a Senator in the Congress of the United States which by the grace of the 
people of this state I am. I am with you, rather, as one Montanan a~ong 
other t-1ontanans--Democrats, Republicans and Independents. And oost of all 
I am here to speak with young Montanans as a former Professor of History 
and out of such knowledge as two decades of experience in the Congress cay 
have given me . 
It might be more dramatic, perhaps, if I were to discuss the 
issues of the impending election or, perhaps, the record of the 87th Con-
gress . But the discussion woul.d also be more transitory . No matter how 
important it may seem at the moment, the record of the 87th Congress is 
likely to be of interest primarily to historians a decade hence . And not 
long after November sixth, the passions of the current political campaign 
will cool. What seems urgent now will seem less so then. In time today's 
issues will become old issues . And, in time, new issues will emerge to 
excite future voters . 
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But regardless of this election or subsequent elections, l·1ontana 
will still be here . So will the United States . And certain fundamental 
political matters--of which the work of the last Congress and the issues of 
the present campaign are but a fleeting reflection--will also be with us. 
Now, does this mean that elections are unimportant? Thnt the work 
of a Congress is trivial1 It does not mean that at all . Every election is 
of great importance. Every CongresG--for better or for worse--transacts 
public business which is also of great importance . 
What I am trying to suggest is that elections and Congresses need 
to be seen in terms of the long history of American politics. In this deeper 
perspective, any single election, is not a be-all and end-all . Elections are, 
rather, the forks and the turns in a long journey. The decisions which the 
voters make at these critical pointa--at the turning pointo, at the forks--
may prolong the Journey. But whatever the decisions--the journey ~ll go on . 
What, then, is this long political journey on which we are embarked 
as a nation--this ultimate ob:ective'i It is one which began with "the birth 
of the nation. It is the continuing effort to secure both the cotmnOn good and 
equal opportunity for each individual American to do what he will with his 
life, consistent with the common good . 
Basically that is what politics is all about, whether it be local, 
state or federal. If I confine my remarks to the federal scene, it is be-
cause, in our times, Washington has come to occupy the key position in the 
effort to insure the common good and the right of equal opportunity to every 
American . 
It used to be that the federal government did not have a great deal 
to do with the basic political interests of Americans . In the frontier days, 
the average citizen was far more concerned in and far more affected by the 
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politics of his community or, at most, his state. ~lushington was a distant 
place in meaning to him as well as in miles. Indeed, all government was 
relatively unimportant to the shepherd or herdsman on the range . And once 
government ha.d deeded his property it was of little importance to the early 
homesteader . 
But times have changed. With education, with the improvements in 
communication and transportation, our individual needs and expectations have 
changed. Agriculture has changed. Industry and commerce have changed . And 
the rest of the world and its meaning for us as individuals have changed. 
To independence which has been, from the outset, a major charac-
teristic of American life has been added a great increase in the factor of 
a broad interdependence which has also been a characteristic of Acerican life 
from the beginning. Those who went vest in the early days were independent 
men and women, but they were also interdependent men and wo~en in the sense, 
for example, that they traveled in wagon trains and formed cocounities for 
mutual protection, mutual aid and mutual comfort . The interdependence was 
not always one of choice . Rather it was one, largely, of necessity. And 
the growth of interdependence in our day is also not always one of choice 
but of necessity. The changes in our society and world have meant a change 
in the pattern of national government and politics . Community and State re-
main important to us in our lives as individuals, but the nation as a unit 
has g;rown in importance to us o 
And it is hardly surprising. It was not necessary for aoyone to 
plan or conspire to bring about this change . The federal government ha.d to 
play a greater role, if we were to survive as a single free nation. Let me 
cite some comparatively recent examples of changing needs : How else--except 
through the federal government- -would we have met the demands of the great 
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depression, ~rith millions out of work and reduced to desperation i~ community 
after community, state after state'? How else--except through the federal 
government- -would we have met the demands of survival in vfor ld \var II, with 
millions of people swept up into the armed services and transplanted to the 
far corners of the earth and millions of others funneled into industrial 
centers throughout the nation? 
How, t oday, would we be able to find a safz-path for the nation--
for the common good--in a world of vast change, except through ~he intensified 
use of the instrumentalities of the federal government? How, today, would we 
begin to deal wi~h industrialization and automation which has spread industry 
across state borders, from coast to coast and has altered the patte~n cf liveli-
hood for millions upon millions of people who work for a living? How w"'uld we 
deal with the technological revolution in agriculture which has deluged us with 
commodities while it has denuded the land of farmers and the farm families? 
How would we begin to move into the age of space-exploration, which involves 
the integrated use of science, industry and labor drawn from almost every 
state in the union? 
We cannot escape these realities of ocr times. \ole have to face the 
fact that it is not possible for government and politics to remain fiXed in 
the forms of the late 19th century or even the early 20th centu=y, while all 
the rest of our society and the world evolves in the drastically altered pat-
terns of the second half of the 20th century. In short, we must ask ourselves 
is it reasonable to expect stagecoach government while the rest of the nation 
moves over ·i;he threshhold of the era of travel through space'? 
Believe me, I can appreciate a longing for simpler times, a nostal-
gia for a world that it is no·~ more . In many ways, it was a gentler world 
and, perhaps, even a happd..er worldo But the surest way to make the present 
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world less happy and less gentle, is to fail to face its realities, to fail 
to meet them as responsibly and as honestly as we can. 
To a great extent, we are measuring up to these responsibilities . 
As the world and our nation have changed so, too, has our government . Even 
as we now have, for example, natio~wide business, massive labor organization 
and big agriculture, we also have expanded government. Some may find this 
expansion either obnoxious or frightening . l-1ay I say that to the extent 
that growth in government on any level is not commensurate \rith the needs 
of our people it is to be deplored. But changes in government which arise 
from the realities of the times in which we live is as necessary as it is 
inevitable. 
As governme~t has changed so too have politics in Amelica. There 
are millions mre voters today than was the caee a few decades ago. Part of 
this is population growth but part of it, too, comes from the fact that women 
vote \Fhereas less than a half-century ago they did not. Racial and other 
groups who were excluded or excluded themselves in the past, more and more, 
exercise the suff~4age . Millions of Americane, unfortunately 1 still do not 
vote- -about 40 or 50 percent of the eligible voters . And, unfortunately, 
too, millions who vote in Presidential elections do not bother to vote in 
Congressional, local and state elections . Most of the voters in the nation 
now are ~-n or near great cities, whereas a few decades ago most of them lived 
in rural Americao TV and Radio have worked major transformations, particularly 
in national elections . All of these changes in voting patterns mean changes 
in the style of politicso And they mean changes in the immediate objectives 
of politics and political partieso 
These objectives are often expressed in election slogans . And 
slogans change quickly. How many of us , for example, will know in which 
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election campaigns of the past the rallying cry was "Fifty-four Forty or 
Fight" or "Free Speech, Free Press, Free-Soil" or "Too Proud to Fight" or 
"Forty Acres and a t-1ule" or "Two Cars in Every Garage . " Yet, at one time, 
these slogans electrified Americans from one end of the country to the other. 
Today, they are part of our history and few are aware of them. 'Ibe slogans 
in this campaign have to do with "Castro" or "Socialism" or "Medicare" or 
something of the sort. 
In short, the parties meet and clash on new issues as the old recede. 
Yet the issues, today, are not really new . They are reflections of the same 
basic political concerns of the American people which I mentioned earlier in 
my remarks as beginning w1 th the beginning of the Republic. They are reflec-
tions of the same basic concerns which led to the older slogans which I just 
mentioned. We are still engaged in the old effort in a new setting to advance 
the common good and to insure the right of every American to equal opportunity. 
The political conflicts which emerge today derive from the same 
basic premise of our national life that prevailed in Jefferson's day, Lincoln's 
or Roosevelt's: that governments exist to insure the camnon gcod and the right 
of all to equal opportunity. And politics exist as the instrumental! ty through 
which the people can seek to require governments to function for these purposes. 
What has changed is not what the people seek through government and 
politics but the setting in which it is sought and the means by which it is 
sought. Let me try to illustrate the point by reference to some of the ques-
tions which are being discussed in the present campaign. Take, for example, 
the question of Cuba. Politics may still draw an issue in this situation as 
politics will, even though politics has little place in this delicate situation. 
But that Cuba is discussed at all in this campaign is beca~se it beers a rela-
tionship to our common security and, therefore, to the common good. Hence, it 
is of national concern. Does this mean, however, that Cuba is the same question 
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as it was in McKinley's day or tha.t the remedies of that simpler day a:-e 
epplicable today? 
Consider for a moment that in l-1cXinley ' s d.o.ys we were spending 
$190 million a year for all our defense. This year we are carrying a military 
budget of $55 billion. In 1900, our armed forces were composed of a total of 
125,000 me:o and the great b\4lk of these men were on duty in the United S+..a tee . 
In 1961 we hac! a total of almost 2 . 5 million men and women in the armed 
services and 575,000 of them were on d'l:ty outside the United States on every 
continent of the world. 
What these figures indicate is that the problem of safeguarding 
national secUI·i ty--the canmon good--be.s become vastly more c01::1plex and costly. 
It is now world-wide in scope. llo matter what we may do e.bout Cuba, the 
problem of safeguarding our se~trity- -~ common good--is ~ot going to dis -
solve . We still have a dangerous situation in the Far East and Southeast 
Asia . We still have the problem of working O".It far-reaching commercial and 
defense arrangements with Western Europe. We still have a largely unstable 
I..e.tin America on our southern doorstep. We still have the proble!:! of evolv-
.tt _,; ,v~s+.tl ~"'~t?ert,'l. ing satisfactory relations with the new nations of Africa . rr~~ 
And over the whole still bangs the monumental problem of nuclear 
weapons and military rockets which are quite capable--and I do not exaggerate- -
of obliterating tens of millions of people in this state and nation or in 
Russia or in many other places in the world within the next couple of hours. 
How we handle the problem of Cuba will affect all of these other aspects of 
our security and, hence, the common good, and the President has to keep the 
whole in mind, not just a single situation which may emerge as a political 
issue in one campaign or another. 
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It might well be asked: "Well, what are we doing about all these 
challenges to the common good?" The answer is that a Democratic President, 
no less than his Republican predecessor is doing the best he can . The most 
important thing that any President can do is to try to keep his head and to 
keep the world-wide scene in perspective, and not be carried away by ~ 
single factor o~ situation in it, no matter how provocative and exasperating 
it may be. The next best thing he can do is to use whatever hon.orable mea.:ls 
may be open to. him, whether it be by diplomacy through the United Nations or 
whatever or by the judicious and careful use of our armed strength, to try 
to cool off some of these situations and reduce the tensions which are a 
constant threat not only to our peace but the world's peace, not only to our 
common good bu.t to the common good of the human race . ~d the best thing 
that the rest of us can do to help him and thereby help ourselves is to 
avoid losing our tempers over o~e situation and to try to understand the 
whole of what the President--any President--is confronted d fu in foreign 
policy and to weigh 0\..r words carefully in discussi~g it. We need to think 
through the total situation with as little heat and as much light as possible- -
the immediate demands of the political sce~e notwithstanding . 
Let me turn next to a domestic question of the current campaign . 
It, too, will illustrate that what is new on the political scene is really 
not new at all. Rather it is a new reflection in new circumstances of the 
basic political struggle which is as old as the Republic, the struggle to 
insure the common good and the right of equal opportunity for all Americans. 
I refer to the so-called issues of "medicare . " The term "medicare" is as 
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imprecise as is "socialized medicine." These are slogans which may have a 
place in an election campaign but which tell very little ab~ut what is really 
at issue. What is actually involved is the question of whether or not the 
Social Security system of old age insurance which has operated for a quarter 
of a century should be extended to cover a part of the cost of hospital care 
for all persons over 65 years of age. 
A program of t~is kind will cost mo~ey because hospital care costs 
money. But it will also be a great assist to millions of older citizens and 
to their children because it provides a dignified way for meeting the major 
threat which prolonged hospital care at today•s high costs freq~ently poses 
to the fi~ancial staoility of the average ~erican family. 
Now this is not an idea someone sudd~nly dreamed up to win a few 
votes in a political campaign. It has been discussed for many years . In 
fact, the federal government has been subsidizing hospital building in the 
states for years, without many complaints, to try to reduce the end cost of 
hospital care and to keep up w1 th growing needs . But the federal government 
has not had much to do directly with the costs of care of patients. We might 
note, however, that some form of prepaid universal hospital insurance against 
costly illness on a national basis is a characteristic of just about every 
civilized nation in the world. Indeed, our northern neighbor Canada has had 
a national hospital plan for years which ~rovides not merely for those over 
65 years of age aud for a few months, but insures a hospital bed or nursing 
care for every Canadian of every age and for as long as it is needed . In 
view of the stories about the Saskatechewaa doctors a few months ago, we 
might bear the other side of the Canadian coin equally in mind. 
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The truth is that we have never regarded it as desirable to permit 
older citizens to waste away, as same primi~ive tTibes in the polar regions 
were reported once to have done . We do not regard that course as one in 
keeping with the common good or as consistent with the right of every Ameri-
can to equal opporVJnity, let alone as in harmony with our general religious 
beliefs. 
Moreover, for a long time, we have not regarded this problem of 
adequate care as one exclusively of family responsibility. Private charity, 
localities and states for macy decades have st..-ppleme~ted individual or family 
capacities to meet hospital bills. The extent of this public supplement bas 
long been a part of local and state politics. In same instances- -as for 
example --in mental illness or i.!l tubercu.lo~ a total public obligation is 
assumed in many states. 
The issue of the public financial supplement arises now on the 
national scene, not because someone conspired to make it an issue but be-
cause circumstances have changed. The fact is that more and more pecrple 
are living longer and the life-span is constantly being extendecl. In con-
sequence the need for hospital care is const~tly increasing particularly 
among old people, even as the cost of hospital care rises constantly. At 
the same time, families are tending to fragment and to scatter throughout 
the nation on a far more extcnsi·re scale than in the past and the young are 
less able to provide for the older members of the \,~it and still meet their 
own family responsibilities. Fi~al.ly 1 cha.ri ties, camn\Wi ties and states are 
more and more u::>.eble to meet the expanded need for a public supplement to 
meet hospital costs. 
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These are the realities of our times. They have got to be faced 
and faced soon . They have got to be faced just as the issue of federal old 
age social security was faced in the thirties and is now no longer a major 
issue in the political arena. 
It is out of these current realities that there has arisen a new 
political issue which sane call "medicare., and some 11SOcialized medicine., 
but which is neither. It is, rather, an effort to come to grips in a prac -
tical way with a very old political concern, the concern for the common good 
and the right of Americans to equal opportunity. 
It would be possible to cite other examples of campaign issues which 
arise, each a reflection of the basic and continuing political drives of our 
national life. Tbe issues appear and disappear BLd appear in new form, but 
the drive remains constant. 
For 1 t is the continuing search for the camnon gcod and the con-
tinuing effort to realize in practice the concept of equal opport1mi ty that 
give vitality to the American system of human freedan. If we wou.!d insure 
that vitality, we will p~ not less attention to politics but more. We will 
recognize that state and local politics, are of great significance, along with 
federal politics and we will participate vigorously in them. We will see that 
each election while it is not a be-all and an end-all in our national life is 
nevertheless a significant milestone in the same quest which led to the crea-
tion of the Republic . And we will see finally that it is our obligation to 
oursel ves and to the nation to make the most of each election in terms of that 
quest. 
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